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Wind Sinfonietta
Sets Fall Concert
The Murray State University Wind
Sinfonietta, under the direction of its
Conductor, Prof. Paul W. Shahan, will
present a rail Concert on Tuesday,
October 26, 1976 in Recital Hall A of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The 8:15 p. m. eoncert will feature
first performances of the latest con-
temporary works_ for band and , will
open with "Antiphon" by Fisher Tull.
Tull was born in Waco, Texas and
received his musical training at North
Texas State University. He was
awarded first prize five times in the
Texas CoMposers Guild contests and
has been recipient of eight annual
ASCAP awards. In 1970 he achieved
national recognition by winning the
Ostwald Prize sponsored by the
- American Bandmasters Association for
• his Toccata.
Following the new Fisher Tull work,
the Wind Sinfonietta will present
Bayard_ Hanson's_most,_reeent comp-
sition for band; "Laude - Chorale,
Variations and Metamorphoses" which
was commissioned by the College Band
•
READERS THEATRE TRIO - The Co-Respondent!, a readers theatre
troupe that has performed across the country, will present "Give 'Em An In-
ch: Women and Equality" at 8 p. m. on Tuesday, Oct. 26, in the auditorium
of the Student Center at Murray State University. Shown left to right are
Sandra Lewis Nisbet, Maggie Savage Unrue, and Patricia Branch Larson.
Directors National Association, The
composer has prefaced his Score with
the following paraphrase of Psalm 150:
"Praise Him with the sound of the
trumpet, with psaltry and harp, with
timbrel and dance, with string in-
struments and organs, Praise Him
upon the joud cymbals, the high-
sounding cymbals, Let everything that
hath breath praise the Lard." "Howard
Hanson and his music occupy a niche
high in the edifice of American music,"
Shahan said. "His outstanding work in
all categories, together with his
academic background, leaves little
doubt of his preeminence in the world
musiCal arena, not only as a relentless
. protagonist of contemporary music in
America, but throughout the entire
world."
Other works to be performed on the
Tuesday night concert are "American
Pastiche" by Walter Watson and "The
Feuoda Lion." J,Itiarchl by  Richard._
Franko Goldman.' - •
The public is cordially invited to
attend this concert without charge.
Women And Equality
To Be Topic Of Trio
The Co-Etespondents, a professional
readers theatre trio of two actresses
and a singer-guitarist, will present
"Give 'Em An Inch: Women and
Equality" at Mw-ray State University
on Tuesday, Oct. 26. • .
To begin at 8 p. m. in the auditorium
of ,the Student Center, the 90-minute
show co-sponsored by the Student
Activities Board and the Department of
Speech and Theatre blends history,
drama, and music into a production
that entertains as well as enlightens.
Murray State students ,with iden-
tification cards will .be admitted at no
ibarge. Admission for others is 50 cents
a person.
Focused on the controversy con-
cerning "woman's role," the per-
formance includes excerpts from
century-old writings of women that are
virtually indistinguishable from the
arguments of today.
Since the formation of The Co-
Respondents in 1972, the troupe has
given performances .and workshops
across the United States and in Canada
*s.
for a wide variety ot audiences, in-
cluding colleges and ,universities,
conventions, women's groups,
libraries, prisons, and Army bases.
The performances have been praised
as "good, theatre which meets the
highwt artistic standards," "moving
and ''real," "stimulating," and
"polished and well-disciplined."
Acresses Patricia Branch Larson and
Sandra Lewis Nisbet both earned B. A.
degrees at San Jose State College and
M. A. degrees at the University of
Oregon and Indiana University
.respectively. Besides being active in
theatre wherever they have lived, Ms.
Larson has taught at the University of
Connecticut and Ms. Nisbet at Oregon
, State University.
-Maggie Sav_age Unrue, the singer-
guitarist, has a wide variety, of ex-
perience in theatre and music as a
composer, of original music, as a
concert folk singer, and on the stage in
community theatre production. She
earned the B. A. degree at Whitman
College and the M.A. degree at the
University of Washington.
a
Of fit IRs - The new officers of the Murray Vocational Center
Chapter of Future Business Leaders of America were installed recently.
They include Carla Ramsey, daughter of Mrs. Barbara Ramsey, president;
Debra Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker, vice-president;
Melody Travis, daughter of Mrs. Betty Travis and Bobby Travis, secretary;
Pam Todd,-daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Todd. treasurer; Trina Swift,
daughter of Mr. and Mts. Harold Swift..reporter; Renee Bolen, 41aughtes.o4
Mr, and Mrs. Lee Bolen, historian; and Krista Maupin, daughter, of Mrs.
Oretha Maupin and Jerry Maupin, parliamentarian.•
Staff Photo bv David Hill
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HUMANE SO( IE IN AIDED Keith Heim, center, president of the
Calloway County Humane Society, accepts a 5200 donation presented to
the society by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Making
the presentation is Mrs. Virgial Harris, right, chairman of the department. At
left is Jean Blankenship, an officer of the Humane Society.
Staff Photo bv David Hill




WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (AP) - Their -for dealing with the real problems of
debates now history, Gerald Ford and this country." 9
Jimmy Carter moved into, the final The Minnesota senator watched the
days of the 1976 presidential campaign nationally broadcast debate al a ,
uncertain how their three confron-. Washington hotel. He said the
tations will affect their quest for an President "has no plans on how to put is
election day mandate. people to work." Mondale added that -
The state of the economy and the Carter's "most devastating points werecomparative qualifications of the two in the economic field "
Ince presidential candidates were the
topics that prompted the sharpest
exchanges during the debate.
Both candidates seemed even more
cautious, more wary of making a slip
that could prove disastrous at this late
stage of the campaign than they had
been during their first two encounters.
None of the three presidential •
' debates wasa free-swinging encounter
Preparations For campus
Lights Ahead Of Schedule
. New innovations, better organization
and cOmmunication, and new sound.
and lightirt-eq-uipment has placed the
40th, annual ''Campus Lights," a
traditional student musical production
at Murray State University, ahead of
schedule, according to john Goode, of
Cadiz, director.
The script for the -i'ariety- type show,
scheduled. for Feb. 10-11-12, now is
finished and several of the auditions for
singing parts have been completed.




Rev. 0. C. Markham, president of the
Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College in
Mayfield, was killed in a traffic ac-
cident late Friday afternoon in Stewart
County, Tenn.
Rev. Markham, and a student riding
with him, Jack Acree, were returning
to Mayfield from a Baptist Association
meeting. in Stewart County when the
accident occurred about 5 p.m. Friday
It was reported that Rev. Markham
swerved his car to avoid hitting another
car and apparently lost control of the
vehicle: The Markham car then
crashed into the front of _a service
station near Dover, Tenn.
Rev. Markham, age 76, wa-!,
pronounced dead on arrival at a
Clarksville, Tenn., hospital. Acree was
treated for minor injuries and released
Rev. Markham, who held an
honorary doctor of divinity degree, w
named in 1957 as president of what wa.
then the Baptist Bible Institute. In Jur,
of 1965 the name of the school
changed to Mid-Continent Bapti,
Bible College.
The college is presently in the procc- -
of relocating on a new campus on Hit:
way 45 N. in Mayfield. Rev. Markha:, •
had spearheaded the drive to reloca
the school's campus.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield %%.
be in charge of arrangements, wt.
are incomplete at this time.,
Mock Presidential
Debate Slated, MSU
A mock presidential debate will •
the focus of a University Soap Box
-the campus of Murray State Univer,
on Wednesday, Oct. 27. •
Scheduled at .2:30 pl. m. in -
auditorium of the Student Center,
program sponsored by the Departm,
of Speech and Theatre is open to
public at no admission charge.
Dr. Burton Folsom, asvsa: •
professor rof history, will represent
position of President Gerald Ford..
Dr. Joseph Rose, associate professor
political science, will debate as a star
in for Democrat Jimmy- Carter
J.Georgia,
Vickie Hogan, Princeton gradua
student who is the program chairnia
said it is hoped that the University So:::
Box will become a monthly -geni.
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ear to speed production eff‘orts," said
Goode,. who also directed tVicen-
tennial "Campus -Lights" sh last
FOruary.
As other behind-the-scenes activitls
begin to roll, more audition dates for
special units will be scheduled within a
month probably, Goode said.
Work begins each spring for the
production the following February,
with the writing of the script as the first
major step. Script writers this year are
. Lisa Larsen, Durham, Conn.; Carol
Moore, Festus, Mo.; Ed Pawlawski,
Brandenburg; Barry Shelton, Nor-
tonville ; and Goode. .
Conunittees already at work include
-'costume, makeup; ticket, •
Program, publicity, and set con-
struction. Chairmen of all corrunittees
have been named as well ar-7-a,,,
production crew consisting of a
director, -assistant director, lighting
director, chorus director, band
director, choreographer, sound
director, and set artist, along with a
business manager, and house manager.
Goode, aided by George M. Fleming
of Cadiz a§ assistant director, said,
"Overall the 77 show promises to be
typical of the 39 previous shows. We
hope. to-offer some surprises to add _
some spice.'
"Campus Lights," written, per-
forthed,. and directed by students, is
sponsored by local chapters- of two-
professional - 
Sigma Alpha Iota for women and Phi
Mu Alpha for men.
Proceeds frOnn "Campus Lights,"
first held in 1938. go into a music
scholarship for incoming freshmen 'at
Murray State University.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
Department of Music at Murray State,
is the faculty adviser for the show,
which is widely known across the
country and acClaimesi -as one. of the
best shows of its type on the nation's
Nampuses.
All were marked by recponses that 
echoed the candidates' stump speeches. ...
"No one knows hew it's going to come
out," Carter said after the debate.
Ford left the hall quickly and his brief
post-debate comments were similar to
what he had said after the first two
meetings: "It tient very well. I'm
optimistic, I enjoyed it."
An early post-debate poll conducted
for .Public Broadcasting Service by
Burns Roper gave.Carter a 40 per cent
to 29 per cent edge among 353,yiewers
'who were asked who had won the third -
bate. The remainder called it a draw.
Pr ted nationwide, such a poll could
have an error margin of six percentage
points in either direction.
The Aisociated Press poll after the
first deba\te, which Covered the
economy and\ other domestic issues,
gave Ford a natvw edge. In the second
debate, covering, foreign policy and
defense issues, Carter was given the _
edge by a similar margin. —
,....„Upon leaving Phi Bete Kappa Hall at
Vie-College of William and,Mary,Site of
the last 1976 presidential debate, Ford
was scheduled for csuripaiglk stops in
Rictunond, Va., North ank- South
Carolina, and then he was to h d for
California. The President had no pians
to 'return to the White House bef67
election day.
. Carter- planned to attend a rally in
Alexandria, Va., and then campaign in
New Jersey before. returning to his
Plains, Ga., home. After two days rest,
the Democratic cand)date willtead for
. Illinois on Tuesday.
Republican Sen. Bob Dole, Ford's
vice presidential running mate,
declared as soon as the debate had
ended that "President Ford clearly won
... This was the playoff, this was the big
banana."
Carter's running mate, Sen. Walter
F. Mondale, said Ford demonstrated
during the debate that he "has no plans
Chance of Showers
Chance of showers today, lessening
tonight and ending Sunday. High today
near- 70 and low tonight near 50, high
Sunday near 60.
- •
Ford and Carter each tried to give a •
boost to his vice presidential choice
during the debate. ,
When Carter was asked what sort of
people he. would choose for key posts if
he were elected president, he cited his
choice of Mondale and said "the only
criterion I ever put forward in my own
mind was who among the several
million people in this country would be
the best person qualifie`d to bepresident
if something should happen to me ...
Mr. Ford has had the same choice to
make. I don't want to .say anything
critical of Sen. Dole ..."
Ford said he used the same criteria
and found Dole fully qualified to be
president. Ford then criticized Mondale
for saying that he didn't think Gen.
George Brown, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs' of -Staff, was qualified to be a
sewer commissioner.
Mondale commented after Brown
made statements in an interview that
Ford characterized as "ill advised."
Brown described Israel as a military
burden and criticized England and the
Shah of Iran.
Ford defended Brown during the
debate and said he didn't believe
Mondale's description' of the Air Force
general was "proper."
more"I thgionlotd iundgment. Bob Dole wdoiulgedretishowr
than to sti describe a heroic and brave
and very outstanding-leader of-Abe




llowav Circuit Judge 'James
Lass r- Friday issued a restraining
order gainst Dr. James R. Amnions,
,local ph ician, in connection with
alleged tr 'eking in controlled sub-
stances, acco ing to court records. .
The restrainiriA order was issued at
the request of the Kentucky State Board
of Medical Licensure..which asked for
an injunction to prohibit Ammons from
practieing medicine in \the State of
Kentucky until the board\ is able to
complete its disciplinary pnçeedings
and determine ii,Dr.Anutions sh9uld be
entitled to practice medicine.
The restraining order bars A
from possessing, obtaining
prescribing any and all controlled
substanees that are so classified by
state or federal law.
GRAND OPENING - The grand opening of the Dixieland Shopping Center was held Friday morning, with several
officials and guests to open the center. State Senator Richard Weisenberger and Murray Mayor John Scott cut the
ribbon on the new shopping complex. Also present were Bankers Cedric Pascball and Inn Thurmond, and Chamber
of Commerce Executive Secretary Jim Johnson. Store owners in the new shopping center include: Brendalones and
Debbie Williams, Fancy Plants: Jerrie Parkin, Tree of life: Joe and Bonnie Raspberry, The Wild Raspberry and
lewelaft; Janice Clark Blueberry Patch: Mary Ellen Omtri, The little Toy Box: Steve and Norma Bell, Sunset Blvd.
Music; Tommy Starks, Spoke and Pedal Bicycles: Emmanuel Manners. M St.& Complete Glass Clo.: June Hayden,
luDOns' Bags and Beads and Beauty Boutique: Bobs Hopper, The Green Door Jackie Overton, United figure Salon;
lack awl Ann Uddbefg, The Panhapdler Buddt Buckirigham and Rob Ray,Buckin&ham-Ray ltd.; Martha Tibbs and,. .
Marilyntufher, The Gallery: Sue WIInugat. fior Mar and Lame Spann and Men* Cririper, Town and Country Dress
Shop. The dieveloper of the new shopping center is Edward M. Shroat. •Staff Photo bv David Hill
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New books at the Calloway
County Public, Library incindr-
the following:
FIRST YOU CRY, by Betty
Rollin. Lippincott.
Betty Rollin decribes, in an
intimate and often humorous
style; how her mastectomy
affected her emotions, her sex-
life, her job, and her
relationships with others.
- LOVE AND MARY ANN, by
Catherine Cookson. Morrow.
In this fourth novel of a
continuing family saga, Mary
Ann's benefactor, Mr. Lord,
must intervene again in his
efforts to mold ,the
irrepressible girl into a lady.
- WASHINGTON_ - IS
LEAKING, by Art Buchwald.
Putnam:
Buchwald brings hilarious
_relief to our leaky ship of state
while wading - through
Washington's murky waters.
With about 120 coriunentaries




This American dynasty tra-
saga of immense dimensions
interwoven with a hundred
years of American history.
ROCK, ROLL AND
REMEMBER, by Dick Clark.
Crowell,
Dieles-life- in the record-
promoting jungle, the frien-
dships with the golden age of
rock 'n :1511, and his candid
talk about his- private life
make up this illustrated book.
A NECESSARY END, by
Nathaniel Benchley. Harper.
Told in the form of a journal,
candid and often poignant,
Mr. Benchley's novel makes
us feel what it was like to be a
young man caught in a world
at war.
BOOK OF SUCCESSFUL
BATHROOMS, _ by Jaseph
Schram. Structures, Inc:
Many of thMiiires in this
book are in color and there are
chapters - on color selection,
lighting, fixtures, and ac-
cessories.
Gamma Gaintha Ciwiiter Discusses
Ilects At Meet At Fain Home
The Gamma Gamma
-Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority met on Thursday,
0c:ober 11. at the home of
Linda Fain. •
Linda Rogers, president,
presided. A Head Start party
will be held on Wednesday,
0c:ober 27, froth one to two p.
in.. according to Kathy
Lichtepegger, chairman. The
chapter will make one large













recipient to be decided at a
later date. Yearly sub-
scriptions of magazines will
alsd be donated to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital as
was done this past year.
Ways and Means Chairman
Debbie Horschel leported a
bake sale for October 16. Also
she said stationery items will
be sold and collected by
October 28. •
Sue Brandon, social
chairman, reported that a
Halloween Masquerade party
will be held Saturday, October
23. A potluck dinner will be
served for the members and
their guests.
Members repeating the
closing .ritual -and --Mizpah
were Charlotte Adams, Sue
Brandon, Marie Dolchen,




Randolph, ' Linda Rogers,
Sylvia Thomas, and Edna
Vaughn.
Miss Patsy Jo Burkeen Married
To Mr. Black In Home Ceremony
11 rs. Robert
The wedding of Miss Patsy
Jo Burkeen, daughter of Mr.
...and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen of
.Murray Route One, and
Robert Grant Black, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert- Dan
Black of Hardin, was
solemnized on Saturday,
October 2, at 7:15 p. in. at the
lovely home of the groom's
parents.
Rev. Steve Shapard of-
ficiated at the double ring
ceremony read as the wedding
party stood in -front of the
fireplace in the living room of
the-titime. The mantle was
adorned .with an arrangement
of blue and white carnations
with greenery and white
candles in a gold container..
The bride chose to wear a
light 'blue floor length dress
with an overcoat featuring a
Grant Black
in the front and a hooded
back. Her shoes were navy.,
and she carried a bouquet of
blue and white carnations.
Miss Tina Thompson, cousin
of the bride, was her only
attendant. She wore a yellow
floor, length dress with a
bolero of yellow and blue, and
a hand bouquet of the same
flowers as that of the bride.
Terry Lewis was the best
man for the groom. They both
wore white carnation
boutonniere. • -
The mother of the bride
wore an aqua dress and, the
groom's mother wore a rose
dress. Both had corsages of
white carnations.
Following the ceremony
small. reception was or
the members of the edding
party and late mem-
tie
hers of the family.
The dining table was
overlaid with a blue linen cloth
and centered with an
arrangement of blue and
white carnations with
greenery in a milk glass
container flanked by white
candles in milk glass holders.
The appointments were all in
milk glass except for the
special cut glass family
heirloom bow) of Mrs. Dan
Black.
The 'three tiered wedding
cake iced in white with blue
flowers and topped with
miniature bride and groom
statuette was served by Mrs.
Dennis B. Burkeen, sister-in-
law of the bride. Mrs. Keith
Norirood, sister of the groom,
served the punch. Both had
white carnation corsages.
Mr. and Mrs. Black are now
residing at their home at
Hardin. The bride, a graduate
of Calloway County High
School, is employed at Black's
Grocery, Hardin, and Mr.
Black, a graduate of Marshall
County High School, is with





Tom Langstoq of 1711
Melrose Drive, will observe
his 96th birthday on Sunday,
October 24. He resides with his
son, Brent Langston and Mrs.
Langston, since the death of
his wife, the former Blanch
Erwin, in 1944.
Mr. Langston is able to be
up some and walk with his
walker, and still enjoys
visiting with friends. He
resided in the South Pleasant
Grove area of Galloway
County prior to the death of his
wife. He is a member of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
The almost 96-year old man
has one son, Breqt -Langston,
Austin, eland, Fla., .five
,.gran • ddren, several great
dchildren, and two great.
great grandchildren. Three
daughters are deceatied who
are Mae Pool, Anna Bell
Taylor, and Larue Langston.
if!git. COM MIJNI TY
CALENDAR
Saturday, October 23
Members of Golden Age
Club will have a Halloween
party at the Ellis Community
Center at 6:30 p.m. Cards
and other games will be
played, refreshments served,
and prizes for the best
costumes given.
Murray Squarenaders. will
meet in the meeting room of
MSU Livestock and
Exposition Center, from 7:30
to eleven p. m. with Lefty Tidd
of Sebring, Fla., as caller.
Visiting dancers are welcome
and call Joe Cowin at 762-3393
for information.
A Halloween masquerade
party will be held by the
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi starting with
a potluck dinner for members
and their guests.
Willing -Workers Club will
serve a fish fry and barbecue
dinner at the Hazel Com-
munity Center starting at two
p.m.
Chapter M. PEO will have a
breakfast at the home of Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette at nine a. m.
Mrs,- Larry-Doyle-will have
the program.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a dance at the Murray
Country Club at nine p. m.
East Calloway School PTC
will have a turkey shoot at the






UNICEF in various areas of
the community from 2:30 to
"Time To Run," family
film, will be shown at Hazel
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.
Murray- 'ThiSinisi and
Professional Wpmen's Club 
will have a breakfast, at
Perkins Pancake House from
seven to 8:30 a.m. with Neva
Gray Allbritten as guest
speaker. Woman of the year
will be named and the group
..will attend church together at
.10:45a.m.
Sunday, October 24
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
East Calloway FTC, will be
held at the school from one to
five p.m.
Monday, October 25
Murray Postoffice will be




Discussion Group will meet in
Conference Room of the
Calloway County Public
Library at seven p. m.
Blood River Baptist
Associational WMU will hold
its quarterly meeting at
Altoona Church near Calvert
City, Highway 62, at seven p.
m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
Rangers and Rangerettes,
ages eight to 15, will have a
Halloween party from 6:30 to
eight p. m. at the WOW
Building. This will be a
costume party followed by
refregurientS.
Monday, October 25
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at eleven a.
m, and go to Jerry's for lunch
and to Fern Terrace to visit at
1:30 p. m.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the club
house for the lesson on "Stain'
Glass" by Michael Brim.
Tuesday, October 26
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
9:30a.m.
LaLeche League will meet
at the home of Carol Yates, 908
North 16th Street, at 7:30 p. m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
WOW, will meet with Sandra
Henry.
- —
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p. m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club will meet at
lloway High School at 7:30
Mt wad. a •astusgto, his twat beer
Ile 'Aches a 66Asos for ber Ant bra








TOO,?ITJCH... for one movie
' A • II, Sun I
THE INCREDIBLE STORY OF THE
THE 1972 ANDES AIR CRASH!
What they dad to the dead
to stay alive
is the most shocking episode
in the history of human survival!
Slur • F ri Slat. 1140 PIA
tans September" (X) Ir.
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Muffay Business News Weft
Real Estate recognized as essential and constructive vocation.
Mr. Bill Kopperud,
Broker, stated that real
estate brokerage and sales
is one of the most essential
and constructive vocations
in America. He feels it has
exerted a profound in-
fluence in the development
'of all parts of the Country.
He further explained that it
sells personal service
that its existence due
Solely to the act that
people nee nd must have
expert assistance in
ac ring and in disposing
real property interests.
It affords opportunities for
vitally -important perso
services to .one ellow
men which a unexcelled
by any er profession. It
lenged by moral and
thical responsibilities to
the communities and to the
nation which are - not im-
posed on any other
vocational group. Because
Of the moral and ethical
responsibility which
Realtors have to the public,
they must beeduca ted and
-ha v e . specialized
nowledge in the per-
mance of their
rest., sibilities.
Recognition of the place
that real estate has in the
national economy -is
leading to the estab -
ment and expansiop4f real
estate coursesana degrees
in college d universities
across e nation. Murray
versity now offers
specialized degree in real
estate, and the Kentucky






the state 'of Ken-
tucky.
Few perscins realize the
importance of real
property to the individual
citizens of the United
States, to the economic and
social structures of our
country, and to our •
government. The value of -
real property is in excess of_
two thirds, of our national
wealth. Everyone uses real
property. Everyone pays
for it,. whether owner or
.tenant. About one fourth of
the typical family incorpe
is required to pay rent or to
acquire and maintain home
-841111 NOTES
by Witham M. Boyd
ZIVorge Washington'
requested that his face not
be used on a U.S. coin
during his lifetime. This
established a precedent
and no living person's
likeness appeared on a coin
.until 1921.•
It's not too early to start saving for next




M R RAT NY-
Member FDIC
•
owner p. An enormous
sti is required in addition
th create and maintain
industrial, commercial,
system i which we, in the U. activities in one way 0,
S. still enjoy) real estate.,,-riotiher. The significano
interests may be bought of this nuniber lies in th,
and sold by the„inffividual fact that it indicates the
and other types of citizen. Th -annual volume
nonresidential real of transactiohs is
property, all of which is emIrmous. The actual
and must be fully sap----number of sales annually in
ported indirectly by- the,
income of tile" people
through ices paid for





this country as a whole is
not recorded, but it is
reasonable to assume that
the sale of fee and lease
interests is .yeally far in
excess of several million
that at least 500,000 persons
are engaged% real estate
need which people in
general have for expert
services to handle their
real estate problemS.
Realtors at the local level
offer an immediate con-
venient source as problem-
solvers, counselors, and
advisors. Rely on their
expert knowledge and
training for assistance in
your real estate needs.
New sales associates added to Kopperud staff
Harry Patterson
Harry Patterson, sun of
Mr. . and Mrs. Randall
Patterson, is a graduate of
Calloway County High
School and Murray State
,University, where he
received a B. S. degree in
Business Administration in
1971. Following graduation,
Mr. Patterson sold con-
dominiums in Atlanta,
Georgia Re one year, and
worked as a salesman for
Pfizer, Incorporated fox
two years, covering the
Mid-South area. He and his
wife, Nancy, were co-
owners of the Gene & Jo's
Florist in-Murray until they
recently 'solkt. the business.
They reside in Hazel. Ky
Regena (Liggett
Mrs. Regena Baggett,
wife of Dr. Wallace
Baggett, Director of the
Murray State University
Division of Social Work,
resides,-.at--'- 1506 London
Drive;.Canterbury Estates.
She holds B.S. and -M.S.
degrees from Murray State
University, is a member of
the Creative Arts




Raggett", who is a native of
Paris, Tennessee, has two
daughters, Jan, a -
sophomore at Murray State
University, and Pat, a








manager of the 'General
Dairy Department of Ryan
Milk Company; attended
Murray State University,is
a member of the First
Methodist Church and the
Murray Woman's Club. She
and her husband Jack and
youngest daughter, .P.11,
reside at )209 Kirkwqod
Drive. Mrs. Anderson has
been a Murray 'resident for
eleven years, being
originally. from' Mt. Ver-
non, Indiana.
All three recently passed_
real est'ate' Salesman







president of the Murray
Unit of the National Hair-
dressers, holds the- first
place award for the best
publicity in- the state of
Kentucky the unit won this
year. On the right is Jo
Burkeen, Local Scene
Editor of the Murray
Ledger & Times, holding
the- special section
_published by the Murray
Hairdressers in the local
daily paper. She was a
guest at the breakfast held
recently by the hair-
dressers. The Murray Unit
also won two second place
awards for Best NBSW
Program and Best NBSW
Chairman.
This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
in the





Oct. 11, 1976 — Kuhn's-Bin
K Stores Corp. ( AMEX;
Ki3K) today reported in-
creasecisales and earnings
for die flist nine months of
1976, with net earnings up
37.7 per cent on a sales gain
of 25.9 per cent.
Jack W. Kuhn, president
of _ the Nashville-based
discount department store
chain, announced year-to-
date operating results this
afternoon at the Com-
pany's Directors' meeting
in which the Board
declared the regular 21/2
cents per share quarterly
dividend. The cash
dividend is _payable
November 1, 1976, to
stockholders of record
October 22, 1976.
"Our outlook for the
balance of 1976 continues to
be optimist," Kuhn said,
"predicated upon the
assumption that there is no
further deterioration in the
rate of economic recovery.
Kuhrt's-Big K Stores
Corp. operates 76 Big K
discount department
stores, 24 Kuhn's Variety
stores, and a bargain
center operation in seven
southeastern states. The



























The First District Beta Club
fall meeting was held Oct. 7 at
Marshall County High School.





Larry Schaper, President of
the Marshall County Beta Club
welcomed the other clubs. Bill
Kunnecke, vice-president, led
the devotion. Karen Edwards,
president of the district, con-
ducted the business.
Awards for attendance were
presented to Farmington for the
largest percentage andMarshall
County for largest number.
Talent Awards were
presented to Greg Pruite, Hick-
man, third; Anna Holland and
Shannon Morgan, Marshall
County, second; The Square
Dancers, Farmington, first.
lig-attet fl _145
^' BY ANN D ALLEN
Wise it the homemaker who
will not toss anything into
her garbage that can do her
family a good turn. Just look
at some of these thrifty tips:
When pieces of cheese are
too small for slicing, cut-them
in cubes, wedges or whatever
shape they'll, miike and place
in a covered plasticcontainer
Thos s aisorted cheeses can be
brought out for snacking, by
-themselves or with crisp red
apples, crackers or popcorn!
Do you have a few spoon-
fuls of mixed, shredded
cheese? It doesn't matter if
it's a combo of Swiss, Ched-
dar, Mozzarella and/or Par-
mesan. Measure it and com-
bine with an equal amount of
buttered bread crumbs and use
as a topper for cooked vegeta-
bles or a casserole. Delicious,
and attractive, too.
Should you have more as-
sorted, grated Cheese than is
'needed for a meal's vegeta-
ble or casserole dish, then
stote in a glass- container,.
tightly covered and refriger-
ate until another time.
Assorted grated cheese may
also be tossed in to enrich a
green salad.
Assorted grated cheese
might be used as a (base for
fondue. Two cups o"rgrated
or cut-up cheese with two
tablespoons of flour can be
used with one can (1 0-1 /2 oz
of creamy, condensed soup
and one-half cup of water,
beer or spirits, such as a dry
white 'wine.
TOWELS NEED CARE
Towels are among the most
durable and easy to wash
items on the laundry scene. So
much so that their particular
• care needs might be
overlooked. It is important to
launder towels frequently to
prevent soil buildup.
Whites are washed in hot
detergent suds with bleach, if
desired. Launder deeply
colored towels separately, or
with similarly colored pieces
in warm water. This will
prevent color transfer to
lightly shaded items. Do not
use chlorine bleach. Machine
drying, as well as the use of
fabric softener, makes towels
fluffier. Check fabric softener
label for instructions on the
correct use of the product.
When line drying, shake
tcrwels before. and after




Bust Up Marriage .
By Abigail Van Buren
42 1976 by Crucago Tnbune N No.1. Syna 17c,.
4
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 24 years to a man
who has always been faithful and devoted. He's a good
father, too, but I am ready to leave him.
We were talking about women getting their breasts
removed because of cancer, and my husband said a guy
would have to be nuts to stay with a woman that happened
to if they were young and married only a short time. I
asked him what he would do if that happened to me right
now, and he said he'd have to think about it a while.
Abby, that did it! Who needs an S.O.B. like him? I told
him if he wasn't sure he'd stick with me if I lost a breast,
he had tquched me for the last time. I will never sleep with
that animal again! Furthermore, if he should get sick, he _
shouldn't expect me to take care of him. He will die alone
like the dog that he is.
Abby, am I unreasonable or overly sensitive? Or could I
be jumping to conclusion's?
M.G.
P.S. I have a 40 bust, a 25 waist and 36 hips.
DEAR M.G.: Simmer down, deer. I'm sure that a man
who's been a devoted and faithful husband for 24 years
-wouldn't consider leaving you if yibu were to lose a breast.
I hope by now your temper has cooled, and you realize that
he didn't mean what he said.
DEAR ABBY: My husband owns his own business and
is his own boss. I've never called himi at work because he
has always called me at least twice a day. And it certainly
never occurred to me to call to see if he was actually at his
office.
One day last week, several hours after I saw my
husband off to work, I decided to do some grocery
sh-opping. To avoid the lunch hour traffic, I took a
different route.
While driving.down the Street, I noticed a woman
driving a car that- looked exactly like my husband's. I
looked at the license plates, and sure enough it was his!
Curious as to what this woman was doing in my
husband's car. I followed her. About seven blocks later she
pulled into a driveway, stopped and tooted the horn.
That's when my husband came out, dressed in a bathrobe
and slippers! He opened the door for her, took the sack of
groceries, swatted her rump and kissed her cheek. And all
this in broad daylight!
Heartbroken, I drove off, unnoticed. I haven't mention-
ed this to him for fear of what I might say or do. What do
you suggest?
BEWILDERED
DEAR BEWILDERED: Tell your husband that you're
on to the &utak life he's been leading and ask him ..which
one he prefers. Since you now know where the other
woman lives, and caught your man with his hand in the
cookie jar, he can't very well deny it.
DEAR ABBY: I agree with you that confession might
be good for the soul but that some things are better left
unsaid.
As a naive, 20-year-old bride, I confessed to my fiance
that there had been another man in my life before I met
him, and I foolishly told him who he was.
Thirty years and four adult children later, rrly husband
still throws this man in my face periodically even though I
have been a-devoted and faithful wife.
How much better off we both would have been had I
never made that confession. Silence is indeed golden,
Abby.
FOOLISH CONFESSION





through the Sixth Grade in the
County and City Schools were
guests October 7 at a concert
presented by the Murray State
University Symphony
Orchestra under the direction
of Prof. Neale Mason.
Each year the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club in conjunction
with the Music Departztent of
the University presents three
concerts for the children
during the school term.
Several weeks prior to the
concert copies of the program
were given to each music
teacher in order that she
might help the children to a
better understanding of the
music and orchestra.
The program this year was




Arabia, and United States.
Included on the program
were "Morris Dance" by
Edward German, "In The
Hall of the Mountain King" by
Edward Greig, "Rumanian
Folk Dances" by Bela Bartok,
"Blue Danube Waltz" by
Johann Strauss, "Russian
Sailors Dance" by Reinhold
Gliere, "Arabian Dance" by
Tchaikowski, "Chinese
Dance" bY'Tchaikowski, and




FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1171
Look in the section in 'which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Give careful thought to
decisions you must make soon.
Try to understand thoroughly
the 'tasks and involvements of
the next few days.
TAURUS
i Apr. l4-to May 21)
Follow your instincts now.
Intuition should be at a peak
and could disclose heartening
new vistas which will open to
you shortly.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) nijOfr
The Geminian tendency to
seek the unusual and offbeat
. will be much in evidence now.
You'll find great satisfaction in
areas others overlook.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) etj
Controversy may prove
annoying. Yet here is where
your tolerant, optimistic self
can shine. Emphasissfeatinent
points and keep minor issues in
their place.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) .124g
Personal relationships at
their best. In fact, a close friend
or associate may be in-
strumental in helping you solve
VIRGO
problem.w
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPtil
Your judgment a bit cloudy
now, so make no major
decisions and, above all, don't
launch any new undertakings.
Stick with the familiar.
-LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Influences stimulate your
Intellectual and artistic
leanings. Take hints from those..
doing well, add your own smart
ideas - and 'comprehensive
follow-up for a successful
Program.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) -Mr*
"Penny wise and pound
foolish" should have plenty of
meaning to you now. Curtr a
present tendency toward ex-
travagance and temper a desire
for luxuries.
SAGITTARIUS e,
.Nov 23 to Dec 211 V'
Soine extraordinary offerings
for the taking, but avoid unruly
emotions or notions., This day
calls for your Innate good
judgment and foresight.
CAPRICORN Apfc
(Dec 22 to Jan. 20i 'to
How you present.yourself, wtl
either attract cooperation or
detract from your standing, so




) Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 -
Start day with enthusiasm
and keep it going — even in
trying moments. Getting
codperation from family and•
associates may be your biggest
problem, but it CAN be
achieved.
PISCES ;•
i Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Do not start anything without
knowing if you can follow
through All efforts and am-
bitions must be thoughtfully
directed now. Don't follow new
trends blindly.
YOU BORN TODAY have all
the vigor and enthusiasm for
life that's typical of the true
native of Scorpio, but also
contain within your makeup
• many of, the traits of-the now
descending Libra — notably
your love of beauty and the arts,
as well as outstanding gifts of
healing and humanitarianism.
You have fine executive ability,
imagination and originality.
Tremendously 'ambitious, you
may, at times, overtax yourself
in your desire to get ahead and,
even though you have ,been
endowed with a robust con-
stitution, could run health and
nerves to the ground. DON'T!
Fields in which you could find
your greatest success and
happiness, music, sculpture,
medicine, the theater, jour-
nalism or, in the business world,




FOR MONDAY, OCTOBER 25. 1976
Look in the 'section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES fits,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) g
A good day for occupational
matters. You may get some
information you have been •




Apc. 21 to May 211 .
One of your top days for at-
tainment, but strengthen
present status before tackling




May 22 to June 21) 11/11ri-
This day should bring new
zest into your life. Both personal
and business matters governed
by generous influences. Do
make the most of it!
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
A new work assignment may
seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associates will produce
useful ideas, guidance.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A deal made with important
persons should up your status,
bring gains. Just be sure you
are aware of every angle
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 e;_lt
A mixed day. Job associates
are in tune with your efforti
right now, but you can expect
some ups and downs in a
romantic -situation.
LIBRA "
(Sept. 24 terOct. 23) =•=----
A personal matter may nee
030
No Appointment Necessarg
Full Selection of Poses
No Age Limit
All Work Guaranteed
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CHILDREN UNDER 2 YRS. PHOTOGRAPHED FREE
Photo How's
11-2, 3-6
some extra attention now.
However, do not neglect job or
business interests. It may be a
crowded day, but you can
handle it.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rilieV-
Confidential findings. should
be carefully guarded. Tone
down your usual volubility.
Stress discretion and foresight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nnv_23 to Dec. 21) )114(1;
Avoid a tendency toward
vehemence, emotional out-
bursts generally Be steadfast
where you know you should,
keen to hear all views: There
may be some gems among
them.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) wn
It may be exciting to think
about doing something "dif-
ferent," but be 'careful of
negligence or "cutting corners"
in handling present obligations.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You should feel highly op-
timistic now. There's possibility
of a new undertaking, friend-
ship. project. Tackle difficult
situations with confidence.
PISCES ,1
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 213)
You can mold ibis day largely
as you will. Fine „stellar in-
fluences should help you out in
extracurricular activities —
especially if they are of a
creative nature.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a dynamic
personality, tremendous am-
bition and outstanding ver-
satility. You are capable of
magnificent achievement "on
your own", and are equally
adept at coordinating your
efforts with those of others for
forceful, effective results. You
like interesting activities and
people; constantly sedtch for
the meaningful in life, and
never let down in your efforts to
improve your own lot and that
of those dear to you. Career-
wise, your choices are almost
limitless — as are your talents.
You would make an outstanding
business executive, leader of
state, educator, writer, actor,
artist, musical composer,
aviator, architect or engineer
In fact, you name it, get to work
on it — and you can get to the
top in any line you like. Birth-





Mrs: Sarah Rose Hinman
and son, Kelley, of Memphis,
Tenn., spent the weekend with
their mother and grand-
mother, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes,
and their aunt, Miss Mayme
Whitnell, and attended- the
homecoming activities at
Murray State University.
Down Concord IT (11 ---
.1Irs. Nance Celebrates Birthday:
By Estelle Spiceland
October 8, 1975
For the sake of those who
seem to miss my letters, I
appreciate space for even one
late column.
People still live and die in
this area.
Recently Mrs. •Euna Bucy,
Mrs. Gardie Jones, arid her
neighbor, Mrs. John ('reech,
were hospitalized at tie same
time.
Aubrey ( Red) Smith spent
several days in the hospital,
too, after surgery. Guy Lovins
was there too.
Mrs. T(ini Nance celebrated
her 76th birthday in the
Convalescent Home. Her
daughter and son-in-law, Mrs.
Johnny Jordon and Mr.
Jordon of Chicago, Ill., visited
her.
Mrs. Hylan Thompson left a
great vacancy after 92 years
in this community.
It seems that after the aged
parents are taken, a family,
though once close, disin-
tegrates.
An how desolate are old
homes when left empty.
Families still get together in
some conununities.
A crowd assembled for a
basket dinner and business
meeting at Barnett Cemetery
on Saturday.
The followieg Sunday a
homecoming was held at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
After another basket dinner
a crowd enjoyed an afternoon
of singing with the Hamilton
Singers of Paducah as very
entertaining guests. Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church had a record crowd
that lovely Sunday too.
Russell Phelps, son-in4aw
of the Manliff Millers, was
guest soloist. There were
several other visitors. Among
them were Wayne Moore's
friends from Nashville, .Ton.
Tony McClure, a member of
'the Kings Son Quartet, and a
'former vacation employee at
The Antique Mall, found an
unusual way to make some
after school pay at -home by
Mix a little cinnamon with
brown. sagar_and Jaw as _a top-





Eric Lovins broke a foot
recently in a motorcycle
accident. His grandparents,
the Harry Hawkins of Murray,
returned to Florida for the
winter recently.
Calloway County is winning
a reputation for its good
farmers. One of them, Bobby
Dale Spiceland of near
Providence, has been laid up
in a Memphis hospital with a
slipped disc, though.
A retired teacher, Mrs.
Carrie Bucy, has been having
extra-curricular activities
since she has been baby sitting
in Paducah for her new little
granddaughter born to "Skip"
and Carolyn Smallman
recently.
Life is one round of sunshine
and shadows from the cradle
to the grave.
- The old poem recently
printed in Murray Ledger.
"Over the Hill to the
Poorhouse," is a life story
relived today as in the 1920s.
only instead of to the poor
house, the lines, regardless of
station or big families read:
"Over the Hill to a Rest Home,
It Seems So Horrid Queer."
So retirement has the same
promise for all of us, but when
we have lived through all life's
seasons, we can say: "I've
drained the cup of disap-
pointment and pain, and gone
many days without song, but
I've sipped enough nectar
from the roses of life to make
me want to live on."
Fern Terrace Gazette
1305 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7109
Editor, lallerno Tapp "
We Aant to welcome the following people to
our Fern Terrace Family:
Howard Redman, Siddie Cohoon, Clarice
Cheatham, Alice Robertson and Carl
Ray.
Our family keeps growing and its always been -
said, "that a large family is a happy and loved
family" and this is so true at Fern Terrace lodge.
Our residents and staff were very saddened by
the fire of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic Tuesday.
We know this was a tragedy but we thank God.
no one was hurt. With the help ot Cod and the
wonderful people of our community we're sure
our doctors will soon haide a plate to practice.
We are looking forward to our "Halloween
party" Oct. AO at 7 p. m. and will be entertained
-by Eugene Kirk and his band. All families and
visitors are welcome. At Tern Terrace we say
"The More The Merrier."
We wish a speedy recover to Arletta Hill who
is a patient at the Murray Calloway County
Hospital, -
Someone gets careless around power lines
lets a TV or CR-antenna fall across them, rais'es
a metal pipe or pole into them frOm-the ground.
There's a pop and sparks fly. Next day you're
reading their obituary iq the newspaper.
Always 'he careful around powerlines and stay
aware of where they are—especiany if you're
workiog,with ladders. pipes, poles, machinr:ry----
anything you can raise into..the air.
•
Don't gamble with your life.
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4 — Saturday Afternoon, October 23, 1976
Federal Program Ti
Provide Counties _Funds
WASHINGTON ( AP)- A program
that will cost the federal government an
a"' estimated $120 million a year will
i provide increased payments to ap-proximately 1,000 counties that have
fi.' large blocks of federal land.
t The money is intended to compensate
counties in 40 states where the federal
::-..,.. government has taken substantial land
k..1 hat (hereby becomes exempt from
!- local taxes.
1.- President Ford, who initially-opposed
:he measure, Signed the bill Thursday.
i  After GOP leaders dropped their op-
1" ] position to the program, it passed the
. Senate by voice vote,
; The plan will chiefly benefit Western
de states, where there are thousands of40:" square miles of federally owned
oe grazing land, national parks, forestsd
ot: and reservoirS.e
eA No county could receive more than $1
..' million a year under the program. 'The
0,- counties will have the choice of taking
07.5 cents per acre, minus any federal
Ei payments under other programs such
_timber  cot ti og.or-mineral-leasing, or--.
a flat 10 cents per acre.
k The new law excludes Alaskan lands:'
,Indian -reservations, wildlife refuges
sand military bases.
Ford also signed a measure in-
easing by about $2 billion the U.S.
• uota in the International Monetary
4Fund. It also includes reforms in the
...International monetary system which
Ford said "will provide the increased
exibility, resilience and reliance on
arket mechanisms which today's
trioitletary relationships require."
! Ford also signed Immigration and







apply a 20,000-per country intnigration
limit to Western Hemisphere nations. It
also contains a provision to aid
reunification . of Mexican-American
families by giving preference to
Mexican nationals who are close
relatives of U.S. citizens or lawful
permanent residents, and also those
who have needed job skills.
Ford cautioned, however, that the
legislation cuts in half the current legal
inunigtation level of 46,000 Mexicans.
He said he would ask the next Congress
to increase Mexican immigration
quotas. .
Other bills signed by Ford:
-Correct what Ford said were
inequities in the Rural Electrification
Act. He said the bill will save .the
government $42 million in unnecessary
interest subsidies tor fiscal 1977-1981 by
changing the eligibility criteria for 2
per cent electric and telephone loans.
-Designate portions of 13 national
park areas as wilderness. It covers
about 919,268 acres in eight
including -New Mexico, 
c 
o orado,
Arizona, Hawaii, Michigan, California,.
South Dakota and Virginia.
-Extends unemployment com-
pensation - coverage to certain
agriculturalk_gamestic service, state
and local government workers. It also
improves the financing system by
increasing the taxable wage base and
the tax rate.
4.
-Disallow tax exempt status to
social clubs if they discriminate on the
basis of race, color or religion. It also
allows some tax incentives to promote
recycling of waste materials.
WELL A GOOD AT TORNE-1 -
CANT 5+T 13,e, ANC' WAIN i415
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Echoes From The Past
1.1 i:ohimn of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes. I
Written By Judith A. Maupin
BAILEY WAS A
GOOD OLD MAN
There once lived, between the rivers,
a man called John Bailey. Born in the
years before the Civil War, Bailey was
known for his tall tales and hot temper.
One of these tall tales that Was passed
down about him concerned his friend,
Dave Downs. Downs had moved to the
north to work in the steel mills, but
decided that home was still down south,
and returned. He ran into his friend
Bailey one day, after he got back, and
inquired as to what Bailey had been up
to while he was gone. Bailey answered
with his characteristic modesty that he
had been trying his hand at raising
turnips. In fact, he had been so suc-
cessful that the one turnip in the center
of the field had choked out all of its
smaller brethren and proceeded to
grow so big that it broke through the.
-fence surrounding the turnip patch.
Then Bailey, pausing for breath,
asked Downs what good things he had
beendoing_dpring his...stay in-the north
country. At that, Downs answered that
he. had been working on a bilge iron
kettle. The kettle was, he said, so big
that the men who were working on one
side of it couldn't hear what the
workers on the other side_were saying.
Bailey, who, didn't have much patience
with the tall tales of others, asked
skeptically what anyone would want
with a kettle that.pig. . at which Downs
replied that it was made to cook the
turnip Bailey. had grown.
Bailey's temper-was the reason for
his later move to Murray, according to
family legend. It seems that one day he
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got into an argument with his son-in-
law over some apples they had
gathered. The end result was a duel -
held inside the cabin. Bailey and his
daughter's husband, who shall remain
nameless, shot at each other from
opposite ends of the cabin with shotguns
I not usually thought of as regulation
dueling tools), resulting in wounds to
them both. Dr. Will Mason was then
called, from Murray, to patch things up
- things being both belligerents - and
advised the womenfolk to confine the
men to separate parts of the cabin.
Evidently this was impossible to ac-
complish, with the result that Bailey
moyed to Murray to recuperate - and
possibly reload.




The fire on Monday at the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic created an emergency
that touched not only.the citizens of our
community but those in neighboring
communities as well. The quick
response of the Hazel Fire Department
in providing standby assistance at City
Hall and the on the scene aid from the
Mayfield Fire Department and the
Calloway County Fire Rescue team
provided invaluable manpower in
containing the fire. The personnel of
our own Fire Department are to be
commended for their performance and
I wish to publicly thank each fireman
for his efforts.
Many citizens brought food and
refreshments to the firemen on duty
atid while we do not have a record to
,..hank all those who donated, I do wish
. -thank the -Colonial House
Smorgasbord and the Burger Queen for
their donations:-
Very truly yours,





------------Wed like to thank you for the
publicity you gave us in preparation for
our Sidewalk Cafe. You really helped in
making our project a big success.
Murray High French Club
Bible Thought
For whom the Lord toveth he
chasteneth, and scourgeth
every son whom he receiveth.
Hebrews 12:6.
Steel without tempering is
low value, and a sinner without
cleansing is yet a sinner.
10 Years Ago
Jimmy Musgrove, Ralph Vernon
Jackson, Galon Loyd Outland, Homer
Flenoy Barrow, and David Crick have
been inducted into the United States
Army and have been sent to Fort
Campbell.
Staff Sgt. Jimmie a Tucker is a
member of the Military Airlift Com-
mand ( MAC), air crews flying Vietnam
wounded to the United States.
Dr. Ray Mofield will be the featured
speaker at the convention of the Ken-
tucky Broadcasters Association
opening today at Kentucky Dam
Village.
- Deaths reported include Mrs. Cordie
&wader, age 63, Hazel Route One, and
Raymond Forehand, age 46, Paris,
Tenn.
Joye Rowland, Mildred Hodge, and
Betty Powell had high averages in
bowling in the Magic Tri League this
week. _
Rose on October 72, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Kelley Woods on October 21.
Eph Huie, local florist, is attending a
course in floral designing at the Bright
School of Chicago, Ill.
.40 Years Ago
Noble J. Gregory, Mayfield, will
succeed his late brother, Judge W. V.
Gregory in Congress from the Kirst
District in Kentucky.
About 4,500 students, alumni, and
visitors took part in the homecoming
festivities.. at Murray State College on
October 17.
Deaths repotted this week include J.
W. ( Jimmie) Jones, Opal May Dunn,
age six, Charlie L. Carney, C. T.
English, Talmage A. Causey, and Helen
Geneva Housden, age 14.
Parker Brothers Garage is now
showing Lhe 1937 Nash Lafayette car
here.
Marriages reported this week iriclude
Frances Downs to 'John Stamps on
October 10, and Lyda Sue Hart to Elmer
Collins on October 16.
tWacco sitippirig—a-M-:- -Births reportid this week-MO(1de a
classing demonstration will be held girl to Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Blalock and
October 31 at Outland's Loose Leaf a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Cooper,
Floor and at Baron Palmer's farm, ,both on October 17,
according to County Agent S. V. Foy. The Murray State College Marching
The FHA float, "Beautiful Victory," Band, directed by Prof. W. H. Fox, has
won first place in the Murray High eighty members with Marshall Wyatt
School Homecoming parade. The Girl and Frances Kendall as drum majors.
Scout float won second place. John _Hopkins was honored with a
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp at- dinner on his 70th birthday at his home
tended the Grand Chapter's session of - on October 18.
Royal Arch Masons held at Louisville.
Mrs. Luck Burt, president of the Lynn
Grove High School Parent-Teacher
Association, presided at the annual
Dad's Night Potluck Supper held at the
school.
New Concord High School edged
Buchanan, Tenn., High School 64 to 61
in overtime in the opening basketball
game. Buchanan of New Concord and J.
Adams of Buchanan each got 23 points.
20 Years Ago
30 Years Ago
Richard Mason Price of Barlow and
Hubert Meredith -of Greenville have -
been appoiriteds members Of-the
* Murray State College Board of Regents
by Gov. Simeon Willis.
The date fOr the final hearing on the
petition by Murray Broadcasting
Company for permission to construct a
radio station in Murray has been
postponed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission,
Sheriff W. H. Patterson has released
the names for the jurY list for the
November term of Calloway Circuit
Court. '
Deaths reported this week include
Robert Henry Bell.
Marriages announced this week
include Hoyland Taylor to Trtunan
Eugene Jones on October 19, and Julia
Ann Hart to John H. Parker on October
12.
Births reported this. week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Harmon on
October 17, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Palmer Culpepper onOctober 17, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Speegle on
October 18, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Ky 42071
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lit Brisbane, Australia, a teen aget
returning a copy of Hamlet to the
library told librarian Adele Carstairs,
"I don't know what the big deal about
Shaltespeare is. All he did was string
together a lot of tired worn out cliches."
Listening tan political candidate who
_was• .making a speech, Mark -Twain
-iioted that the mars. Was taking libel ties  
with the truth.
Finally, the humorist turned ,to the
man seated next to him and said:
"If you'll believe half of what he says,
I'll believe the other half."
Now that Gone With the Wind is
scheduled for showing on network tv
this fall, there is resurgence of interest
in Margaret Mitchell's saga of the
South - although nobody seems to care
anymore that Melanie's husband was
killed in the Battle of Gettysburg July 1, .
1863, and that their son was born during '
the siege of Atlanta, September.3, 1864.
fourteen months later.
Oscar Wilde sold one of his
manuscripts to a publisher for a price
that figured out to a shilling a word. A
British Lord wrote to Wilde saying that
he didn't realize Wit had become So
expensive an, all he could afford was
one word for which he enclosed a
shilling. Wilde kept the shilling and sent
back a large piece of paper with one
word, "Thanks."
Isn't It The Truth
It is too bad we humans don't learn
from our dogs how to be restrained in
anger. When Frosty, my male
weimaraner, misbehaved I snapped my
belt at his rear. He took instant action,
grabbing my forearm in his jaws and
clamping just hard enough to bruise but
not break the skin. When he let go, he
wagged his tail as though to-say: "Lay
off, Old Boy. Better I wag my tail then
chew on yours."
-.•
Economic Costs Of Alcohol Abuse
Alcohol abuse may be out
most costly public health prob-
lem .
Recognizing the significance
and seriousiess of this matter,
the U.S. Congress created in 1970
the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism iNIAAA)
'and charged it with the re
sibility of forumating policy and
gealsTOr the prevention, control.
and treatment oCalcohol abuse
and alcoholism. Obviously. the
Institute's tremendous-and -Qom-
pies mission has not yet been ac-
complished.
In its early years N1AAA set
out to develop reliable estimates
- -on the economic casts of alcohol
_abuse and alcoholism. By 1974.
an Institute study showed that
the 1971 cost in the United States
was about $25 billion. Later
figures have been revised up-
ward.
Correcting theee-cnsts for .1;r-
flaUon and population growth.
the 1976 economic cost of alcohol
't
By FJ.L Blasingame, MD.
abuse and alcoholism is esti-
mated to be about $42 billion. Of
this figure. the medical cast will
be approximately $11 billion.
Wnting a summary article on
this subject recently in The New
. England Journal of Medicine
and refernng to the N1AAA
'study, Ralph Berry. Jr.. Ph.D..
points out that estimating such
costs involves three interrelated'
factors the - number of persons
afflicted by alcoholism or prob-
lem drinking iprevalencet the
impact on the health and well-
being of the afflicted persons,
and others ahd the quantity of
these casts related to these im-
pacts.
Alcoholism ad prtiblem
drinking are judged by many
authorities to involve between 9
million and 10 million persons.
l'At 'least four times that many
are directly affected' at home by '
alcohol consumption, along with,
additional milleerti m industry,
the profession, on the highway
and in other palces as citizens go
about their dialy lives
The net effects of alcohol on
health and behavior are difficult
to measure_ They are obviously
extensive and serious, affecting
particularly the heart, brain,
nervous system, liver and diges-
(ive tract. Accidents related to
drunkenness lead to premature
dit,abilities and deaths particu-
larly from automobile wrecks,
falls and fires.
•Behavior' modifications
litbnizht riii by alcifiot at-e'oken-
associated with child abuse.
hoonehold lights between hits,
band and wife and high divorce
rates. Impaired performance at
work and absenteeism corn-
'Monty are caused by excessive
use of alcohol
Some progress hat been made
in -ffeent years by the recogni-
tion of aleoholiem as a•ch.sease
Such a point of view may lead to
more enlightened *jai policies
toward these millions of ill
MUMS.
Such heavy costs justify a •
itantial increase in research into
these problems related to
alcohol, more innovative and
effective treatment for the vic-
tuns and their families and more'
adequate facilities.
' Mr. D.R.- inures whether
the great 'influenza epidemic
Wailienited to 1911
A According to my ikorma-
' lion. the .influenza pandemic
irnore. extensive than an
' epidemic) started in the fall of
1917. readied a peak in 1918. but
persisted through.1919 and 1911,
being far lem extensive in the
latter two years. During 1917
thiough 1920. influenza lulled
" 548.000 Americans and 20 million
over the world.
1
• Q Mrs M.- wonders if
'leukemia is ever present in the ?,
newborn. -.1 -
A Yes -- congenitallenikenna-
occurs. Portunately, it is a rarity
jolli.49: lint thief Flreffe **dew br









OCTOBER IS NATIONAL COOPERATIVE MONTH
THE IMPORTANCE OF COOPERATIVES FOR RURAL PEOPLE
Farmers cooperation in North America dates back to colonial days. Farmers helped
each other to clear and, erect buildings, and construct roads.
Early cooperatives were formed to import purebred cattle, and agricultural history of-
ten refers to husking bees, threshing rings,.bull and stallion rings, cheese rings, and
other forms of group activity.
As farmers began to produce more products than they could consume, they looked to
cooperative to find a market for them. They also used cooperatives to purchase sup-
plies needed for production.
The development of agricultural cooperation is a story of the farmer's never-endin
g
efforts to better his lot. For over 150 years he has been learning to cooperate with 
his
neighbors to their mutual advantage in obtaining services related to farming and 
farm
living.
The history of cooperative activities by U.S. farmers is said to divide itself logically in
-
to six periods. The first period, beginning shortly after 1800 and ending about 18
70,
was one of experimentation; the second, from 1870 to about 1890, resulted from early
encouragement by general farm organization; the third, from 1890 to 1920, saw the
rapid organization of business cooperatives; the fourth, from 1920 to 1933, was char
ac-
terized as orderly commodity marketing; the fifth, from 1933 to 1945, may be
described as we emphasizing sound business principles; and the sixth, from 1945
 to
the present, is characterized by adjustments to profound national and international
events affecting agriculture. This last period is marked by growth, diversification,
 in-
tegration, consolidation, and modernization.
Certain principles underlie the cooperative form of business. The three basic un
-
derlying principles that distinguish cooperatives from other types of private enterprise
businesses are:
1. Operations at cost Savings are distributed or allocated in direct propor
tion to the
patronage of each member;
2. Democratic control by members.
3. Limited returns on capital.
Essential to the operating success and effectiveness, of any cooperative is the use of
sound business practices.
In general practice, farmer cooperatives save been classified into three types on the
basis of primary functions performed. These primary functions are set up as marketi
ng,
production supply, and business services.
Cooperatives benefit farmers in many ways. The degree Of extent of the benefits.
however, varies widely among cooperatives handling the same or different commodities.
It is also difficult to measure or evaluate exactly the intangible benefits farmers
derive from operation of cooperatives such as those resulting from their compet
itive et
Sect on price levels or margins, service, quality, and business performance. These
benefit all farmers whether or not they are members of cooperatives.
The main benefits derived from cooperatives are economic in that they improve the
net income of farmers. Estimates by Farmer Cooperative Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, indicate that marketing, production supply, and related business service
cooperative realize ne4 margins or savings of about $350 million to $400 million a
year.
Cooperatives increase the net income of farmers in the following ways:
Expertly selling farm products and buying farm supplies, exerting barpirting and
purchasing power, distributing quality production supplies, outriding needed SAMOS,
encouraging production and maintenance of quality products, improving farm ef-
ficiency, and operating at cost - after distributing net proceeds above operating es.
penses to member-patrons.
Cooperatives also provide by-product benefits of a none economic or social nature. By
helping farmers - especially family-type operators do a better and more profitable job
of farming,cooperatives aid in developing stronger rural communities.
Cooperatives often have the largest payrolls and are the biggest taxpayers in town.
Moreover, their business activities help maintain and support various service and finan-
cial institutions in local communities.
The benefits of cooperation, however, extend to groups other than those in
agriculture. Cooperatives have encouraged the use of democratic principles in political,
social, and economic activities.
— Emphasis on business honesty, truthful advertising, maintaining grades and stan-
dards, handling quality products, and eliminating market abuses are among the pace-
setting accomplishments of cooperatives.
Cooperatives restrain monopolistic practices and thus contribute to overall marketing
efficiency.
Finally, cooperatives provide leadership for agriculture and business in strengthening
our relationships with foreign countries. They do this by sharing information on the
organization and operation of the cooperative form of business enterprise with leaders
de*loping countries. In this way, they help to establish and maintain free and
democratic institutions in these countries.
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• .
MAGIC AGAIN - Lindsey Hudspeth shows some of his magic as he breaks away from what could hove been a tackle, only to go
47 yards for a touchdown. Springing a big block on the left side is Andy Ryan (66) of Murray.
oda
'UNSUNG HERO - Darrell Foster (31) of the Tigers has been one of the many unsung heroes
this season. Here, Foster picks up long yardage on this run. Also in the picture is David Cothey
(79) of the Tigers.
(Staff Photos by Barry Drew)
Green Is The Leader, Greens Are Problem
COLUMBUS; Ga. iAPi —
- -While most-of the test of the
field was muttering angrily
about the condition of the
slick, bumpy, super-fast
greens, defending champion
Hubert Green figured out a
way to get around the putting
problems that have turned the
8125.000 Southern Open into a
golfing horror glow.
He chipped in—and.
therefore didn't have to
pun—on two holes which were
sandwiched around -a three-
foot put? that made it three
birdies in a row. And it was
one putt for three holes.
Those heroics led him to a
twg-under-par 68 Friday and a
One-stroke lead at 136 halfway
through this -even: that has
-triggetled the anger of marky of
golf's touring pros.
' "I'll tell you, boys-, these
greens are absolutely un-
believable,7 said Jim Colbert,
,.he first round leader who fell
m two strokes back with a 711-
138. _
He was tied with Jerry
McGee, who shot a 68 and said
"putting these greens is
scarier than watching Jaws."
Most of the other conuneats
weren't ' quite so humorous-
particularly those comments
,aimed a: the slick, sloping 17th
. green, all but • denuded of
grass.
You can put- yourself in b•
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tiy-rie Associated -Press --
Friday's Games
Mien Co 59 Ohio Co 20
. Ballard Memorial 14 Marshall
Co 12
Bardstown 27 Washington Co 7
BelleVue 7 Beechwood 6
Berea 28 Garrard Co 12
Bourbon Co 35 Bath Co 6
Bowling Green 32 Warren East
Boyd Co 42 Huntington WVa
East 34 -
Boyle Co 46 Lincoln Co 0
Bait( Central 42 Marion Co 0
Caldwell Co 40 Crittenden Co 0
Campbell Co 34 Dayton 14
Carroll Co 26 Eminence6
Cawood 30 Bell Co 6 '
Chesapeake Ohio 38 Maysville 0
Corbin 33 Laurel Co 6
Coy Holmes 45 Coy Ca.th 8
-Cumberlan421 Whiteaburg- 12 •
Danville 26 Jessamine go 6
E Hardin 40 Grayson Co 14
Edmonson Co 27 Adair Co-0
Elizabethtown 13 Oldham Co 6
EJkhorn City 14 Phelps 8 '
Ertanger-t-irtyd-35-Conner-7.----
Estill Co 28 Breathitt Co 22
Heniing-Neon 58 Virgie 32
Frankfort. 16 Richmond
Madison 0 -
Franklin Co 21 Clark Coo
Franklin-Simpson 10 Glasgow 7
two-putt from two feet," said
Geirge - Archer, 7-• -
recognized as one of the
game's premier putters.
"I'll put you three feet
above the cup and bet you
$1,000 at 3-1 you can't two-
putt," said Fred Marti. -
-I had a six-footer and I
never felt so helpless in all my
life." said Harry To.scano.
-The green is unp,layable."
"I was ori-Cfse green in one
the 17th at the Green Island
Country Club. is a par three
and' in the bunker in two," said
Wayne tates.-" Putted it right
in the bunker."
Bu: his problems weren't
the worst. Many of the touring
pros happily would have.
railed places with him.
The green is unplayable,"
siid Tuscan°. "After I
: mistier:4i _went bac& out there
And watched several groups
.40 through. I saw a lot of
liree-putt.s. I saw a lot of Air:
pu4ts 1 saw- Gibtoy Gilbert and
Mike Reasur eve-putt. And
:hey wereti7 she high Men.- -
Gilbert, one of the first-
round leaders, didn't find II at
all funny. His five-putt
dropped him well back in the
pack at 144. He had it about :30
feet below the cup to start
with.
His first putt went about
.hree feet above and to the left
of the cup. He just touched it,
. she ball lipped out of the hole
and rolled more than 30 feet
-hock to the lower fringe.- He
ran his next one back up the
slime. It missed the hole:,
paused for just a moment and
hen started rolling back.
Gilhert_was walking up-the
slope, then stopped and
watched in, dismay and
indignation as the ball passed
hiih rolling back down It
-skipped .443- tt4most The Stifile• -
spat, same 30 feet away from
the hole. It took him two more
  .0 get it iq.
_ . .
Ft Knox 40 Breckinridge
• Ft Thos Highlands' 25 Simon
Kenton 7 - • ,
Hilton City 7 McLean Co 0
Fultonto 32 -Dresden Tenn 6
Hancock Co 40 Caverna 8
nartisuntt) 32 Woudfoi d Co-20
Harrodsburg 38, Paris 0
Hazard 22 Leslie Co 0
Henderson Co 35 Union Co 0
Jeffersontown 7 Thos Jefferson
0
—Jeff Durrett 27 Jeff Stuart -6- --
Jeff Fern Creek 28 Jeff Moore 6
Jeff PRP 47 Jeff Butler 28
Jeff Southern 13 Jeff Fairdale 7
Jeff Waggener 14 Jeff Westport
9
LaRue Co 17 N. Hardin 7 -
Lewis Co 37 E Carter 20
Lex Bryan Station 13 Lou '
AtiheRx 
r:onHenry7  Clay 32 Greenup Co
12
Lex Lafayette 27 O'boro Apollo
1.ex Tates Creek 21 Lou
Iroquois 7
Lone Oak 55 Metropolis 111 8
Lou Bishop David 35 Central 0
Lou Seneca 13 Ballard 6 OT
Lou Trinity 9 Lou Manual 6
Ludlow 28 Anderson Co 6
Lynch 20 Harlan 14 20T
MC Napier-411Johns Creek 0
-MayfiethwRitldrando
Metcalfe Co 22 Gamaliel
Middlesboro 34 E:varts 14
Milton WVii-14 Belfry 8
Mtnitgomery Co 26 Rowan Co 8
Murra 28 Hopkinsville
Nelson Co 31 Green Co 22
Newport 22 Dixie Heights 13
Newport Cash 20 Boone CC) 6 -
Nicholas Co 44 Raceland 0
O'boro Cath 28 Daviess fi
Owen Co 52 Evangel 8 .
Pad Tilghman 28 Madisonvi Ile
21
• Paintsville15 Louisa 3
Pikeville 52 Mullins 6
Pineville 20 Knox Central 15
Portsinotith Ohin 35--Mhland 6
_ Prestonsigu'g 42 Morgan Cu 6 _
Russell 40 Johnson Central 20
Russell Co 24 Casey Co 8
Russellville 34 Trigg Co 27
Scott Co 43 Fleming Co 0
Shelby Co 26 Meade,C0 0
Somerset 60 Wayne Co 0
• Taylor Co 36 Hart Co 6
Todd Central 28 Christian Co 18
Trimble Ccr10 Mercer Co 3 .
W„arren, Central 26 Barren Co 6--
W Carter 12 Iff burg Military 0
Whitley Co 12 Rockcastle Co.8













We stock the highest quality prescription products — fresh'
and dependable.
We re known for our friendly, prompt and C
Our Customers.
Ample Free Parking rightat o ont door.
vie
eous service to
We buy the finest quakily drugs in large quantities direct from
manufacturers to the lowest possible prices and pass them
on to you. Thseiarge purchases are made possible only be-
cause of S ITE'S tremendous volume of business.
a..
FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN, ASK HOW YOU
CAN ENROLL IN SAV-RITES SENIOR CITIZEN
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA























BRING IN YOUR CURRENT PRESCRIPTION REFILL BOTTLE WE WILL CALL
YOUR PHYSICIAN TO HAVE IT TRANSFERRED
HAVE YOUR PHYSICIAN REWRITE YOUR PRESCRIPTION AND BRING IT IN
TO SAV RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
TELL YOUR PHYSICIAN THAT YOU WISH
TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTION
TRANSFERRED 1/0 SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER,
WE WILL THEN CALL YOUR PHYSICIAN
AND ARRANGE FOR THE NEW
PRESCRIPTION WHICH WILL BE REVY
WHEN YOU COME IN TO PICK IT UP
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Murray Romps Hopkinsville 28-7
Hudspeth Scores Two On Defense
And Two On Offense In Game
SUPER GAME - Quart ack Roger Grogan hod one of his finest games for the Tigers. He connected on lis of nine 
passim for
this-season, Grogan has been intercepted only twice.
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. AP, -
Ft. Campbell, the second-
ranked team in State A. shook
off years of frustration Friday
night when .the Falcons
dumped Heath '26-6 for The
championship of the Pits?
Region's 1st District.
Rick Gibbs passed 51 yards
to Alfrtd Walker • for one
totiehdown and comp ete t p
Falcons' seIrenth win in eight
starts with a 17-yard run with .,
about a minute left in the
Besides earning its first-
ever district title, Ft. Cam-
pbell also managed its first
win ever over Heath, ranked
fourth in State A. and thereby
knocked from playoff Con-
sideration the team that ad-
vance o s te ass A
finals last season.
In Atte other meeting bet-
ween ranked teams, Franklin=
Simpson clinched the 2nd
District title in Class AAA's
Region One by defeating
Glasgow 10-7. Joe James'
third period field goal was the
difference in the match bet-
tee r1 Franklin-Simpson. the
No. 2 State AAA team, and
f if th-ranked.Glasgow.
Four of the five top:ranked
teams in The Associated
Preks' ipolls had easy times
Friday, but Trinity of Jef-
1=02-Counil,AAAA had a
narrow 9-6 escape over highly
regarded Manual.
Bowling Green, No. "I in
State AAAA, ran its record to
Warren East as Doug Beard
passed- for two touchdowns
and ran for a third: No. 1
Erlanger Lloyd of State AAA,
9-0, blasted Conner 35-7; top-
ranked Corbin of State AA,
In other games involving
ranked teams:
. -Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2 Bishop David crunched
Central 35-0, No. 3 Seneca
needed an overtime to edge
Ballard 13-6, and No. 5
Pleasure Ridge Park out-
Scored Ballard 47-20:-
No. 4 St. Xavier, 6-1, meets
DeSales tonight.
-State AAAA: No. -2
Henderson County got two
touchdown runs from Barry
Skaggs while Allen Hazelwood
and Tony Gray each returned
imerveptlons for scores
in a 35-0 rout of Unfori_Cp_unty:
Portsmouth, Ohio, stomped
No. 3 Ashland 35-6; No. 4
Owensboro Catholic got by
Daviess County 28-6; and No. 5
Lexington Lafayette blanked
-State AAA: No. 3 DanvVe
stopped Jessamine County -26-
6 on a !pair of Chris Jones
touchdown runs: and No. 4 '
Newport Catholic, with Tim
O'Hara running -for two
IDs and passing for another.
got by Boone County 20-6.
-State AA: No. 2 Mayfield
clobbered Reidland 46-0; No. 3
Murray stormed past
Hopkinsville 28-7: No. 4
Bardstown remained to-
beaten with a 27-7 win over
Washington County; and No. 5
Scott County blitzed Fleming
County 43-0. -
-State A: No. 3 Paintsville
defeated Louisa 35-3; and No.
5 Owen Canty belted Evangel
two scores and running for
another, walloped Laurel
County 33-6; and Harrodsburg
of State A belted Paris 38-0 as
Henry Parks and Venus
_,Meaux each scored twice.
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
52-8 with Mickey Cochran and
Sterling Ford each scoring
two touchdowns.
ST. LOUIS AP The St.
Louis Cardinals have obtained
the contract of a right-handed
Minor league relief pitcher
Johnny "Ike" Sutton Irian the
Texas Rangers. -
The team said Friday that
Sutton was acquired Brom the
Rangers in exchange for Mike. • „. . 
Wallace, it let T.- an 'relief
hurler.
Sutton spent last season
with the Rangers Sacramen so
farm club where he acquired a
10-5 recoret with 12 saves
Wallace had a 3-2 record and
 saves -fior-the Car thnahr-
during the season.
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger 1 Times by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by SAO p.m. on Saturdays
two %treed to tall 753-I9l6
between 530 p.m. and 6
p.m., Monday-Friday, or
3.30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyr.
days, to inlay delivery of
the newspaper. Calls most
be placed by 6 p.m. week
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guerilla,* delivery.
$1.82 a day may not sound like much
money to you, but it's a lot at Lake Barkley'
It really ist A fantastic lot is yours for
$180.00 down. Spread $1.82 a day over
five years and its an investment all yours to
enjoy! And believe us — you will enjoy! At
Lake Barkley, $1.82 is a lot.
One mile west of Cadiz on Hwy. 68, is
the Erie Sales Office Stop by and visit with
Wayne Edmonson or Frank Smith — they'll
tell you how easy it can be to become a
landowner in one of the six Erie •
developments.
Or.send the coupon for more
information. Well send it back to you faster
than you can say Erie Corporation at Lake
Barkley!
r.-
I Sencl more information fast!




Obtain HUD property report from
developer and read it before signing
.anyttiing: Hub neither approves the
merits of the offering nor the value, if
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11) MIKE BRANDON Thornton said. ,
Ledger & Times Sports Editor "He was magic, all over the
fake a gallant old soldier, he field," said Murray High
stood :all. The stains from his coach John Hina.
che%% mg tobacco dripped a Without a great offensive
from the corner of . his line, a runner is only a runner.
mouth. HUdspeth had the -great of-
Someone handed him a fensive line. But he had more
:issue. Down deep, he too.
probably Jest a strong . in;" He ran wittcconfidence, he
chnation to wipe his -try'es7danced and he 'wiggled like
rather than the stains from his James Brown.' He displayed
mouth. the 'form that will Make him
-111 tell you right now, one of the most sought-after
Murray High is the best team recruits in the United States.
,we've played all year," said But perhaps. the most im-
Fleming, Thornton, who had' pressive thing about Hudspeth
just watched his Hopkinsville is his Aithxik. He doesn't grab
tea lose2. 8-7 home'conteSt up newspapers and look foro them 
headlines. He's not the kind of
••We've played a lot of good person who is concerned with
clubs but I don't think anyone how mans yards he gets. He's
can compare with Murray's :he kind of guy that would be
overall strength." happy to finish,with five Yards
When Fleming Thornton rushing and be a winner,
tells you that you are a good rather than have tai and be a
-club, -you can-believe it-.-Fer-15--toser. -*-- — '—
years, he has guided And those kind of athletes
Hopkinsville . to successful areta"gift.
season after • successful. thornton called Hudspeth
season. This is his last year•; it one of :he most dynamic
has been unsuccessful: • football players I've ever
Hopkinsville started its seen." ,
season with a -win over Trigg Hudspeth-will be the first to
County. Bat since then, hard admit one of the reasons for
1.1OS have fallen upon foot- his success is the play of the,
bait fans at Hoptmvn: times so Man- in front of him, -fullback
' hard that even -John Boy" of Darren-Foster.
.he Waltons might just sit Foster has not gotten the
down and call it quits. headlines and the recognition
"I've never experienced this he deserves. He is a man who
before. I've lost games but sacrifices. He is a "Pete
never seven in a row," added Rose" of football.
one of the deans of Kentucky Bu. Foster got his Aimee to
high school football coaChes. run, on Friday . Midway
It was ironic. . It was the :hrough :he first period,
young that took -its toll on the Foster gained 18 yards to
old, a young mall named carry the Tigers down to' the
-1.indsey Hudspeth. -" HOptown 30. -
Hudspeth wasn't hwnan. No Five plays later, on a first
human could play the kind of and goal from the two, 1-lud7
football he played. Hudspeth speth dove Off right tackle for
-was a machine, he was magic. the first touchdown of the
He racked up 135 yards in game and .after Greg Eyrich
the second period, Hoptown credit, they ran a good play.
had the ball second and 15 But we aren't going to have
from their own 41. Quar- any more disorganization on
terback Bart Cayce faded the sidelines, such as our
back for a pass and seconds players talking to the fans',"
later, Hoptown's hopes for Nina added. '
victory faded. • Like Thornton, Hina was
Hudspeth picked the ball off filled with words of praise for
from 44 yards. out , and Hudspeth.
returned dowrtithe left sideline "It was one:of his WSt nights
for a touchdown and after offensively and jet, he still
Eyrich booted the extra poiht, had enough left to play the
Murray led 14-0. defensive game he played. I
Murray had one more was extremely . pleased with
scoring chance before the half our blocking.
ended. Timmy '•Doctszt-it "Tim Lane and David
Garland recovere'd a-furnble.' C.athey opened up holes for us
at the floptown 29 but the on he off-tackle plays and we
Tigers, hathpered by got real •fine blocking from
penalties, could not move any Frank Gilliam, Tim Garland
farther downfield. and Andy Ryan. I alscrthought
Early in the third period, our center, Danny Ilicherson,
Jeff Oakley boomed a 38-yard had a heck of a game," Hina
punt that was ruled dead on addqd.
:he Hoptown one. On a first One of' the few disap-
and 10 from. die .one, Garland pointments for Hina was the
nfGëretFliãtTha'k'Dan 'fact Vost-ei•failed to sre. -
I
safety and it was a 16-0 con- wondertal job for us. Just
telisui. in the endzone for a "Foster has been doing a
test, about everyone-who has run
Following :he kickoff, the the ball for us in the backfield
Tigers took over first and 10 this year' has •scored except
from the Hoptown 47. On the Darrell and we sure hope we
first play, Hudspeth, needing can give hint the opportunity
only hree more yards to go • tdscore one this season," Hine
over the 1,000 mark, went 47 added.
yards for the score and the Murray goes to 7-1 with the
Tigers led 22-0. Eyrich's extra win. Hoptown goes to 1-7 with
point attempt was blocked, the loss and they are. without
The final Tiger. touchdown much doubt, the best 1-7 team
came with .6:19 left in the in Kentucky and maybe even
game when Hudspeth picked in the whole God-Bless
off a pass Kid went 39 yards America country.
down the left jde. for . a six- Defensively against Hop-
pointer to make it 28-0. town, everyone was . out-
- 'Murray had given up only 20 standing. David Kennedy had
points all season and when the several -sacks plus - he
Tigers ftunbled with 340 left deflected a _pant. ln the third
game,iii the t • period, Lee Miller got fired up
recovering at the Murray and could have been charged
nine, it became-apparent that with manslaughter for- what
Hoptown would- get on the he did: '
board. , With Hudspeth having his
On he first play from finest game of his career and
Irvan went in from nine yards only had an interception but
&fen the left sideline and had some "killdozer'• tackles,
after he added the kick, it was playing superb ball, the Tiger
28_7. secondary was invincible.
"We - were very unhappy All in all, and if the curtain
atiow them getting a touch- should fall as "Texas outlaw"
own. • ma sal.. ay on Jennings once said in.
were -disorganized on one of his songs, the Tigers
.he sidelines...we couldn't get May have had _their best. all-
he• people we wanted in :the around game of the season.
game.- It was strictly our fault The Class.2-A race remains
.hat they scored. I'll give them unchanged with Murra) .
total to 1,044.-
But it wasn't only his offense
:ha: shined Friday night. He
had interception returns of 44
and J9 yards for touchdowns.
And just for the record, he had
two and 47 yards. giving hitn
84 points on the season. • .
"He's something else. I just
can't think of any other way to
describe him," Coach
led 7-0.
With time ticking away in
Losing Streak Ends
PROPST CROSSROADS,
N.C. APt - Fred T. Foard
ci a -1,ame
football losing streak Friday
nigh: with a 29-6 victory over
Bunker Hill. It was Foard's'
homecoming *vine, and first
victory since 1971.
„ Mayfield and. Caldwell County
reirrairting-tna-rie.
Murray is at .home next
Friday against Henry County
and then will play at Todd
County in the regular season
final on November 5, three
days after someone is elected
president because he is the
lesSer of two evilS
TONY THE TIGER KNOWS - Though he pas hurt late in the game, Tony 'the Ttgec Bayless
gives the "number one" sign to photographer Barry Drew. Bayless was lying on the bench
recuperating from his injury.
Information 1-502 753 9117
Ticket Sales - Nov. 4 at gate only $3 Children $1.50
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Summer Butch Greer .Outdoor Editor
Sportsman's Tips Needed!!
In August, the Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Division of Public
Relations began supplying
radio stations with 25 tips for
hunters and fishermen each
month. These recorded tips
are _currently airing on 25
radio stations in the state.
They have been asking
sportsmen who have tips to
share with the department to
send them in, but response has
been slow. Since there are
beginning to run thin.
Therefore, the division - is
asking all department per-
sonnel and others interested in
the outdoors to send them any
tips they may think worthy of
sharing with other sportsmen.
___If_a_tiLissubmittkd and 
the person originating it will
_get credit for supplying it
( -this tip comes to us from
Joe Blow of Jonesville"). The
department would further
appreciate it if conservation
those at the Office in Flankfort _so.onel would pass the .word
can come up with, they are around abOut the need for tips,
Outdoor Lore Classified Ads
1953 WILLLS. 4 %heel





BEAR GRIZZLY bow. 45 • MARLIN 33k'. 36-30
lb left handed Set up. calther New. never out















Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON *QM GRATSON McCLURE
Take 94 fast out of Murray for 2 miles Turn r•ght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 p.m/es past Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop ,nto Panorama and follow blacktop to your right
Telephone 502-436-5483
kw To ran Those Mai
The average hunter who
bags a few animals during the
hunting season often wishes he
could save their skins, but
thinks that home tanning
takes too much specialized
knowledge or too much
equipment.. The American
Museum of Natural History
has. boiled down the soft-
,Lanning process to a relatively
few simple steps, using a
minimum of equipment.
Naturally the museum has
machine-operated labor-
saving devices, but efEicient
substitutes are easily made by'
the average home craftsman.
The qualities looked for in
well-tanned leather are sof-
tness, firmly embedded hair if
the hair is left on, and long-
lasting wear. The alum-salt
process satisfies these
requirements, the salt
preserving the hid and the
alum  shrinking and  _fipnly
anchoring the hairs in the
leather.* •
If the animal skin was taken
off in the held, it has more
than likely been given a
preliminary scraping to
remove most of the flesh, fat
arid blood. In case much time
is to elapse befOre tanning,
handfuls of salt should be
rubbed into it and then dried in
the shade. All drying
operations should be done in
the shade as direct sun
damages the skin.
Before the Lin/ling process
begins, the skin must be
relaxed This i best done by
soaking it in a bath of salt
water for five or six hours.
The relaxing solution is made
by dissolving half as much salt
as there are gallons of water
in the container - that is, if you
use ten gallons of water,
dissolve five pounds of salt in
it. .
The skin is removed from
the solution, the water drained
off and salt is rubbed in the
flesh side. Then the skin is
folded flesh side to flesh side,
rolled in a bundle and left over
night.
The next step is to scrape
and clean off the excess fat,
flesh and gristle. The museum
uses.11c lined flahing-boards
that can be duplicated by the
home tanner by mounting a
smooth. plank at a 45-degree
angle on another plank. The
sides of the inclined plank
should be -planed slightly so
that the working surface of a
skin is raised slightly in the
middle. •
Scraping and cleaning is
done with a dull-edged tool.
The back of a carving knife or
a dull carpenter's spoke-shave
can be used. During this
operation care should betaken
not to cut the skin. When 
scraping is completed, the
skin is dried in the shade.
Now the skin is ready for
tanning.-- -For - a ten-gallon
solution, dissolve two pounds
of alum in some hot water. Put
five pounds of salt in ten
gallons of water, add the alum
solution and mix until both
chemicals are thoroughly
dissolved. For a 25-gallon
solution use 4 pounds of alum
and 15 pounds of salt; for a 50
gallon solution use 8 pounds of
alum and 25 pounds of salt. A
solution of less than 10 gallons
is not praCtical.
Place the skin in this
solution and soak from, three
to six days, depending on the
size and thickness of the skin.
A heavy hide like.black bear
would require about eight
days to tan. Smaller animals -
squirrels, raccoons, beavers -
take from two to three days.
The best feature about the
*41
A TENNESSEE BUCK — Danny Todd of MurraN
shows a Tennessee 110-pound buck he bagged with a
bow last week in Land Between The Lakes. The buds
sported a six-point rack.
: Murray Home & Auto
• The store tor the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's
Qualified Bear Ardiery Service






Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun
alum-salt process is that it is
impossible to over- tan the
skin. When, the process is
finished, no 'further action
takes place. It Is better to
leave the hide too long than to
take a chance on under-
tanning it. Stir the solution
dyring the soaking stage at
least twice a day to make sure
that all pails of the skin are
reached. •
Remove the hide, drain, it
thoroughly and rinse for at
least twenty minutes in
running water. To test for salt,
taste the skin, touching it with
the tongue. If it tastes salty,
wash it some more until it Is
fresh,
clang the skin over a wooden
pole suspended horizontally.
Hang it hair side out for a day
or two, always in the shade.
Then turn it hair side in for the
same length of time.
After drying is complete,
sprinkle - the skin with
lukewarm wateik tamping it
on with a sponge. Dampen the
skin, do not wet it. Fold it up,
flesh to flesh again, roll in a
piece of burlap and let it sweat
over night.
The next day soften it as you
would a glove that has been
washed, pulling and stret-
ching and working it with ,the
fingers over a dull edge. You
can pull it over the edge of
your fleshing-board or over a
dull ax-head clamped in a
vise. After twenty minutes of
working the skin should be
r eddy Ich
Any vegetable or animal oil
can be used. Lard, butter or
cottonseed Oil is satisfactory:
Do not use mineral oil. The
Indians used the greasy brains
and livers of the animals
themselves. Warm the oil and
rub it well into the leather,
seeing that it reaches all the
pores.
The museum "kicks" the
skins in an ingenious machine.
The home' tanner can do the
same thing by placing the skin
in a barrel and treading it with
his bare feet for about thirty
minutes. If a little sweat drops
into the barrel, so Much' the
better for the tanning process!
Treading or kicking breaks
down the leather fibers so that
the oil teaches every par( and
makes it soft and supple.
After the skirl' has been well
worked and trampled it is.
pretty sad-looking, matted
with oil and dark and stained. 
The museum . tannery
"drums" 'the skins in large
drums containing hardwood
sawdust. The home tanner
rigs a barrel so that it will spin,
slowly and puts. in the ,skin
with several shovel's of
sawdust closes it and drums it
by-tuiming the barrel so the-
skin tumbles about on-hard-
wood sawdust, closes it and
drums it by turning the barrel
so. the skin tumbles about
inside. .The__ particles__ of
sawdust pick up excess oil
from the hair and the leather.
The final step is the
finishing of the leather. The
professional tanner carefully
scrapes it with a special
curved knife. Coarse sand-
paper will -do the job for the
amateur. Sandpaper gives the
leather a smooth, chamois-
like finish. Now the skin is
tanned and ready to be used as
a rug or cut up into jackets or
a coat.
lithe skin of a deer is to be
turned into fine buckskin, the
hair must be removed. Soak
the untanned skin in strong
milk of lime, making sure that
the solution does not splash On
the hands or in the eyes. The
lime loosens the hair so' that it
can be easily pulled away.
After the hair is out, wash
very thoroughly to remove all
traces of lime from the skin,
then tan in the usual manner.
The finished buckskin may
be smoked over a green-wood
fire for a day or two, as the
Indians did. This gives the
buckskin a dark-gray color
and renders it almost
waterproof. Use wet hard-
wood in the smoking fire
because resinous woods give
off a black pitchy. smoke.
Cover the small fire with a
tarpaulin or box to keep the
smoke circulating around the
skin. The hatter's wife can cut
out the buckskin for a jacket
and have a shoemaker
machine it together. The
tanning process outlined takes
time, but the successive steps
are easily followed and the
results are gratifying.
Ron Henderson, Hopkinsville, took this 11-point, 193-lb. white-tail at TVA's Land Bet-
ween The Lakes Monday,' October 18, in the Franklin Creek vicinity. This was Hen,
derson's third bow kill. During the first three day i of the season more than 5,000
howhunters entered the area. Some 121 deer were taken during the 3-day period.
Bowhunting continues at the 170,000-acre public outdoor area through November 10.






From all the many things
that just seem to go good
together four wheeling and
camping is a natural. Both of
these activities involve a
desire on the part of the
participants to get away from
the hustle and bustle of
everyday life. There lurks in
many of us, I suspect, a secret
desire for a Walden's Pond or
YlObinson Crusoe 'adventure.
Only most folks aren't after
the whole bit but mainly the
privacy - the desire to get
away from it all. They want to
carry_ the .  stove,  the
refrigerator, the good bed, the
heat, and the flush toilet with
them. It is easier done than
You might think, especially if
you link up a good travel
trailer or truck coach with a
sturdy four ,,wheel drive 
vehicle. , •
Another 'idea that seems to
be catching -on is towing a
small Jeep or Bronco behind a
motor home. Make the camp
and then plan your daily
escape into the wilds.
Some thought's on the
subject are evidently in the
mind of several of the readers
of this column and at the risk
of offending a few folks here
are some collected opinions of
a camper-four .wheeler over-
the past few years.
Basically the plush campers
of the day fall into four
categories. The popup cam-
- per, the travel- trailer, the
truck coach, and the motor
borne.
'Let us assume that your
goal is to camp in the far
outdoors and in places for the
most part inaccessible by the
majority of the camping
public. A hunter or fisherman
frequently falls in this
category. ".;




Open 7 Days A Week
80. m. - 10:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
The Jeep or Bronco will do a
farily reasonable job of towing
a popup trailer into the back
country and then be unex-
celled in offroad mobility. It
should be remembered that
short wheelbase rigs are not'
_ ideal for towing on the open
road especially with travel
trailers and the like. The
weight of the trailer needs to
be kept down around twepty-
five hundred pounds and even'
a nineteen foot travel trailer
can weigh nearly four
thousand pounds.
The Blazer, Wagoneer,
Ram— cTaarger type—rig is a gO
trailer puller and can handle
the large travel trailers
without much trouble. For
venturing off the beaten track
twenty-two to twenty-four feet
is a_boukt
should be considered. When
you get to the destination
unhook the travel trailer for
,rthe base camp and aplore at
will in the four wheel drive.
A truck coach on a four
wheel drive pickup is  about
optimum at getting your home
into the heart of the back-
country. However when you
get there the four wheel drive
is tied up unless you unload
the camper, something most
folks don't do often. On the
half ton models do not con-
sider anything larger than a
nine foot model in the coach.
The three quarter ton rigs can
cam coaches on up in the
eleven foot sizes. The truck
coaches have just about all the
goodies found in the travel
trailers but they are rather
- cramped in size.
The motor home, especially
the motor home where
. the camper is built on a van
chassis, is catching on fast.
They will go most places you
would care to with the dual
wheels on the back. If you get
one with a large' enough motor
and order lower gears you will
probably be able to pull a CJ5
Jeep or Bronco behind. Make
sure it has a strong back
bumper and a big motor. It's
really nice but it's also pretty
expensive.
As . with most things
everybody had their own ideas
and then too, many folks
desire off country mobility
whatever the cost, while some
just want to get to that old
fishing hole on the side of the
ridge -that is past the far end of
the trail.
Fred Bear of archery fame
whom Barry Drew has written
about before in this -section
went on a bear hunting trip in
Canada with bows and arrows
about ten years back. They
drove a- four wheel drive
pickup with coach on the back
and, pulled a small Jeep
behind them down the high-
way. Both vehicles were
driven into the back country.
Camp was ri—Tade and the -truck
left there while they used the
little Jeep for mobility and
finally for hauling out the
bears. Can you imagine facing
a four hundred pound bear
with a bow and arrow?
If you plap to do a lot of
exploring in the back country
with your four wheel drive
then it is probably best to
settle for a popup camper or
go the other route and drive
the camper and pull the ex-
ploring vehicle with you down
the highway. On the other
hand if your goal is just to
camp in quiet and peaceful
seclusion then the travel
trailer booked behind, a four








Located W Railr Avenue 753-1933
• Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
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We first noticed Bucldy MaC-
et one of the meetings of the
Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
Society. Didn't really know
who he was, except that he
hunted with Dale Futrell and
had been by the house once
with Dale just before the 1975
bow season. Aside from these
sparse facts, we didn't know
Buddy too well, fact is that we
didn't even know his real
name. But what's in a name
anyway?
Some time back, Buddy
Mac, and several others,
joined the .club. Dale told us
that Buddy had purchased a
.new compound bow and
allowed as how he and Boyd
had been shooting some
together. , Since we didn't
realty know who he was at the
time, we freely admit that this
information, like quite a-bit of
craze:— -Mbar-mat-kw,--just-
- bounced around inside our,
: empty head and went sailing
'• out the opening on the other
side. Well we all have faults,
don't we now?
Now, all the time that we
were 'doing our thing on South
Ninth Street, that is to say,
getting ready for the corning
season, just a few blocks
away, in a backyard over on
Story Avenue, a conspiracy
was brewing.
Buddy Mac Boyd had
decided to become a
bowhunter. It was just that
simple as far as Buddy Mac
was concerned.
He doesn't have trouble
convincing himself that he is
going to do something and
then doing it. -
We know quite a few people
who have this thing about
something they haven't tried
before. They know that it will
take some work to accomplish
die goat and just ain't
gunna get in the way.
So now Buddy Mac had a
new bow and a limited amount
of time to learn to shoot it.
  -1Pr *ley
Buddy spent several late
evenings out at the target butt
learning all he could about his
new hew and this sport that we
call bowhunting.
The conversion of Buddy
Mac was well under way, only
no one knew it at the time
except, maybe, Buddy Mac.
Boyd, the gun hunter, with
something like 25 successful
hunts under his belt, had
decided not to use the bow
season as an excuse to scout*
for gun season, as he had done
the year before with a
borrowed bow, but to hunt the
white-tailed deer, seriously,
with the bow and broad-head
arrow.
As the season sets closer,
bowhunter's just get bent &it
of shape with the activities
• that go along with preparation
for the hunt.
Along with the many
practice sessions, there are
stands to build, climbing
-blocks—to- make, --tOnTittest -
items of equipment to check
and a hundred and one items
that seein- to be left undone
until the last Minute.
So it is with bowhunters, but
that's just one of the things
,that keeps us coming back
season after season. We know
that no matter how -ready"
we are the same rush will take
place year after year, it's just
partof it.
Dale and Buddy worked'
after regular work hours to
get their gear. in order. Buddy
was finding out that
bowhunting was one heck of a
lot more involved than he had
thought, but he was deter-
mined to get his act together.
He knew that his shooting
was improving, he had gotten
his sight pins set, out to 40-plus
yards, and his groups were
'beginning to tighten-up.
Buddy had acquired one of
finger Shooter, when there is a
callous on the third finger that
can withstand the _ravages of
stirring a hot "up of coffee
without even smarting.
Don't believe that do you' If
there is a bowhunter handy,
ask to. look at his fingers.
Unless he is one of the few
bowhunters who Shoot a
release in the field he will
have that callous on his third
finger,. that is if he has been
shooting regularly like a
serious bowhunter is wont to
do.
• Ole Buddy had earned his.
:linger" and now it was time-
to put all the years of deer
hunting knowledge to the lest
with the -new" method that
he had' picked up by hanging
around with weird people who
• would rather do it with a bow.
The Tennessee bowhunting
season was about to open and
Dalt. and Buddy Mac were
about as ready  as they could 
The Their equipment t;Tari in
order; several nights in Will
Ed's shop had produced tree-
stands and climbing blocks
and they had found "the
place" where the deer were
at, down in Tennessee.
And that brings us to the
-occasion of last Sunday
morning.
Ferd (better known as Dale
Futrell) and Buddy went
hunting in Tennessee, back to
-the place" where the. deer
were at.
Now the situation was for
real. No more practice, the
long nights of work learning to
shoot behind him, Buddy Mac
waited, quietly, in -his tree-
stand, for the -moment when
"his" deer would turn-up. This
was "his" morning, he knew it
would be his day.
And then it happened. The
moment that all bowhunters,
secretly, fear. In a place
the hildges of a serious w
be bowhunter.
The fingers of his right hand
had gone through the sore
stage, the blister stage and
had arrived at the point, for a
been
moments before, there was a
doe and yearling.
Why would a bowhunter fear
this moment you ask? Really
it is quite simple. The
FIRST BUCK WITH A BOW — Larry Billington 
harvested this fine four point buck in
Weakly County, Tennessee last Saturday 
morning. This is the first deer that Larry has
harvested With bow and broad-head arrows. We 
hope you get a double, Larry, there's
plenty of time left.
2 tag Fort Hey 94 753-56
93 "
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hook's Wheel Alignment
Specializing-in servicing tires and
four-wheel _drive vehicles
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bow hunter has spent many
hours preparing for the hunt
and this is the time of
culmination, a time when all
the lessons learned during the
pre-season are tied together in
a secure knot or the whole
string just unravels.
Better known as the
• •moment of truth," this
period of time, when a deer is
very close, is critical for the
bowhunter.
One tvrong move, one shake
for good shooting, forgetting
too many, forgetting the rules
to "pick a spot" or any
number of other thi9gs that
can go wrong will spa a hunt
that it took months to prepare
for, to say nothing of the
possibility of missing the deer
or, worse yet, making a bad
hit on the animaL
Bowhunters, serious
bowtiunters that is, don't even
like to think about a bad hit
because they don't want the
animal to stiffer. What they
have practiced for is a quick,
clean kill, one with a short
trail and no complications.
This is the ideal that we
bowhunters iiork for.
• New when all these thoughts
come. down at one time, And
there is a deer below the tree-
stand, the pressure is un-
believeable. Some bowhunters
conquer the "moment of
truth" and some don't, guess
that it what either makes, or
breaks, a bowhunter.
The deer stood there,, just 22
yards oUt:-'0.11-t_orPn feet up in
his tree-stand, Buddy Mac
made his move. He came up
off his seat, came...WIWI-draw,
picked a spot and released his
arrow.
The hit was a good one, he
had seen the arrow strike the
target and noted the direction
that the deer went after the
shot. Then,'he sat down again
and tried to remain calm.
Buddy figured that an hour
would be enough time for the
razor-sharp, broad-head to do
its work. If the animal was not
-..pusbed" the trail would be a
short one.
Buddy hadn't waited long
when he detected movement
on the same trail that the doe
had come in on.Close ob-
servation of that moernent.
betrayed the presence Of -a
seven point buck ,in the same
location that the doe had
occupied 30 minutes earlier.
The buck stopped to sniff the
tracks of the . wounded doe,
seconds later, Buddy's secend
shot of the day zipped from his
• bow and, for the second time,
another solid hit was recor-
ded, the-direction of the deer
- noted and the wait resumed.
Confused by all the action in
such -a short time, Buddy
waited until Dale turned up, a
little later on and then he told
him of two deer he had hit and
they began the task of trailing.
• One arrow was found at the
scene and one had gone with
the buck. Both had, indeed,
been good hits and the deer
were duly found, dressed,
tagged and brought out of the
woods. By that time it was
Won and the drive-home faced
the jubilant pair.
In several seasons of
bowhunting for deer and
many, many encounters with
bowhunters from all over the
aountry, we have never heard
of a bowhunter scoring a
double in a single day. In fact,
we don't know of too many
bowhunters who have
"doubled" in a single season.
Buddy Mac's feat is very
• speeial, or will be very special
when they hear of it, toa great
many bowhunters.
A double, in a single day, is
- _
gusfoin Kelm By Meaty
-from Kawasakis to Kenworths-




ON A SINGLE SUNDAY IN TENNESSEE — Buddy Mac Boyd, of Murray, became an accomplished bowhunter in a
most.unique way. Last Sunday, while bowhunting M Tennessee, Buddy Mac harvested an 86 pound doe and a 118
pound, sesen point buck, from the same tree-stand and less than 45 minutes apart! We don't really know what to
sav about Buddy's successful hunt except "WOW," "GOLLEY-GEE-WIZ," "HOLY-SMOKE," "CONGRATULATIONS,"
JAR-OUT," "Ill BE DARNED; and abbut 27 other things that the newspaper won't print. Without a doubt this is
one of the most exciting bowhunting events we have ever reported. Our sincere congratulations, Buddy Mac, your
mu. essful hunt will be remembered for a long time to come! Fins foto
just about heaven for a
bowhunter to even think about .
when the fact that only kree
per cent- oF the Vowhunters
who go out will be successful
in any given season, nation-
wide, is considered!
When we left Buddy Mac
late Sunday night, he was still
trying to piece his experience
together. His feet never really
touched the floor, he still had
his camo suit on, hadn't eaten
supper, and wasn't about to go
to bed. He was exhausted, but
'he had an experience that few
The Puck Call
• By Charlie McKinney
Ducks Unlimited Secretary
Flnirsd.t . night was a
tor those area du k
hunters • who attended tint
I) meeting at the I ii is er
sit% Bran. h Bank kit
71,1411- 1".1.% . •ukc this
41417111TITTITIT- eXpf17.7hallkS
-1t.,.the Bank ot Murray on
behalf' local 1).U. _chap
ter tor.atsi,ng .us their 
beautiful fa( fot.
the refreshments thr-.1,..,erved
those attending the meet iii
The film shown was just'
what this d.o k .hunter needed
to ga"7-1 111; into the spirit of the
season..
The. guest speaker tor the
meeting was lithri Mechler.
Chief ot ..:eryiees at
.1.131.. Mr. Nle( filer li'ad stint-
very interesting ointments and
he tom !It'd in a ti.1(11.•
runt! the
wildlife In the 1.131. area.
Area duck hunters should
inta---i-;Sted- know that .aj.
proturoatel t 80t1 A rcs 0j, win
Err V1 heat St is planted by TVA
personnel in an attempt to at
tract ,ITUIrt: Va'l'Se tit thc lakes
area. In addition 1011 res tit
mud flats were planted 1,5
helicopter and another It
acres will be planted b% hand
Aknit 100 Arcs of millet
and htic-Icychi,:at will be planted
near the Bear ( reek
111.anagernent Area alt 55ith
-5 ai res it wint,1
All the., is an ettort to provide
hiod for the watertimil in _OW
lakes arra
Mr Nleihler relliitted that
it blind... were .available at
Rear ('ryek with three: fiersons.
iwed per, blind and that over
1110 hunters applied' tiir the
blinds. Ile also noted that
about I.:).‘100.1.10 will be
• spent at Hear Creek this year.
• most . of which is directly
related, to watert0wl and
waterfowl hunting.
,‘„1..,11 or members of your 
bowhunters will ever have and
we know that the memory of
that day._ in Tennente.
never leave him.
Buddy Mac Boyd is a
bowhunter! He told us that to
harvest a deer wilh a weapon
other than his bow would
tafill11 3.re tnterested in
,
ph, tt, igraphing..s4.r just 0h.
set% mg 55a1clowl"- their
natiira habitat. von
ha% t-t he place to di., hotly
1.131 persiinnel hace drained
I lenutite I.ake and are in the
prig (.55 ot (,,ristrut tint!
1,110i0graph. blind 4111 t
lake The surrounding area
II l-te pdmicd to attract
waterfinyl.to ihe arca, so this
sltiuld be a phi itt igrapher
dream i. inn- trite Thu Hind
,Aill be in 1,pr.rat1o11 all short
nine. •Fhe itliser5ation area is
sys and will ai«tilintoclate
people at one it
Ill alt-rI si 4•140f1111.1
are I. tidiit tine \vat ertow I
study in the dill. aria Mr
Nlo. filer said that si'veral hitti
tired ks alreads 14





lir, tits famous Kush N Koller loot awl receive your FREI cho.ce of SS 95







We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
never be the same to him. WE 0
know how you feel Buddy, and
wwihyu•iiU thg good,
fortune in the bag for corg
tinued success during -the
remainder of the season! ,
Good Luck and good.
bowhunting
iiil dii k nesting st MIN 14
now underway at liii 1.1;(1.t.
are sonic N1111-1,1% "Nt_are
Utw.t1,0,“ ,tuacm, mvolved
III this




and 1.1M. personnel to aicl
the duck population in the
Kentucky Lake - and
Barkley area.
Oh. yes! Citt baby geese hat
ouC.this Year lroin the
...!..esidctit Koos(' populat ion
-.which now. numbers ;Nail
200. Most of theset stay in the
lonker hake area. -
A note tor the deer -hunters.
-,11 su u. thought there were a hit
of. boss hunters 'the
(Livs it 5i'.1.14(11.stIll 
%Sere
rit,h t About 1.9on Minters
Lake
1st-re in the I lit arca for the
155,1 kuliet1tilC ill% 01 the \cast.;
this year
I-, 'rthtis.(' tl,t-r hunters .ttir
',kw,: tut the gun hunts tit
Hit 41111111t1 lie notified
a tev. ‘1.11, it %OH Iseff
tka IlitIlt this scar
I'ven itv, 11‘,1 4alta n 1
V4111 111 fit 11011tICk1 1,‘
Nti CrIlbt't- I .
Tickets to the I) Ran+, t
"tickets to the 1.) lianytutt
arc -as Altai-qt.,' nom iii 13
members. It vou find a
1) nu;mbei or d tkficy;N:
ally 1).1: 111ellthers
I irt4t11112,





Gear up now for the '76 hunting
season. Brand name - top quality hun-















We Have it All!
3042 tone Oak Rd
Paducah, Kv
10 6 rues Sat
Jerry's Restaurant
S 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
Carroll Tire Service
-X14






114 S Srk Murray Ky 7S3 1640
1105 Pogue 753 1489
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29 Mobile Hom,. Rentals
1. legal Notice 1 legal Notice
NOTICE
A hearing will be held beginning at 11:30 a. m. E.S.T.
November 9, 1976, by the Public Service Commission of
Kentucky at its offices in Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case
No. 6660 as to the reasonableness of the following rate
schedule changes which the West Kentucy Rural Elec-
tric Cooperative Corporation, of Mayfield, Kentucky,
proposes to place into effect as to all its members and
subscribers, subject to approval by the Commission:
RESIDENTIAL RATE-SCHEDULE RS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply only to electric service to a
single family dwelling and its appurtenances, where
the, major use of electricity is for domestic purposes
such as lighting, household appliances, and the per-
sonal comfort and convenience of those residing ,
therein. Any such dwelling in which space is oc-
casionaly usecifor the conduct of business by a person
residing there may be served under this rate. Where a
portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the conduct
of business, the electricity consumed in htat portion so
used shall be separately metered and billed under the
General Power Rate;- if seperate circuits are not
provided by the customer, service to the entire
premises shall be billed under the General Power
Rate. .
Character of Service
currently effective contract demand or (b) the highestAlternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz. Voltage
demand established during the preceding 12 months.'supplied shall be at the discretion of Distributor and
Distributor may require minimum bills higher thanshall be determined by the voltage available from
distribution lines in the vicinity and/or other con- those stated above.
ditions. Multi-phase service shall be supplied in ac- Seasonal Service
cordance with Distributor's standard policy. Customers who contract for service on a seasonal
Base Charges basis shall be limited to 1,500 kilowatts and shall pay
Customer Charge: $2.60 per delivery point per month Nk. the above charges plus 10 per cent of the bill computed
',after any adjustments are applied. For such customers
the minimum monthly bill provided for above shall not
apply Instead such customers shall pay a minimum
1 Legal Notice leol Notice
PER MONTH
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.447 cents per
kilowatthour*
Additional kilowatthours per month at 1.797 cents per
lolowatthour•
as increased or decreased in accordance with Ap-
pendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Adjustment
The customer's bill for each month shall be in-
creased or decreased in accordance with the current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
Minimum Monthly Bill
The customer charge constitutes the minimum mon-,
thly bill for all customers served under this, rate
schedule except those customers for which a higher
minimum monthly bill is required under Distributor's
standard policy because of special circumstances af-
fecting Distributor's cost of rendering service.
GENERAL POWER RATE-SCHEDULE GS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply to the firm power requirements
for electric service to cOmmercial, industrial, and .
governmental customers; institutional customers in-
cluding, without limitation, chdrches, clubs, frater-
nities, orphanages, nursing homes, rooming or boar-
ding houses, and like customess;_an other_cestoropes,
except those to whom service is available under other
resale rate schedules.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single or three-phase,.80 hertz. -•
Under A below power shall be delivered at a voltage
available in the vicinity or agreed to by Distributor.
_ • -B below power shall-be--eleliVered-at--a-tran-
smission voltage of 161 kV or, if such transmission
voltage l not available, at the highest voltage
available in the vicinity, Unless at the ,customer's
request a lower standard voltage is agreed upon.
Base Charges
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts or
less:
Customer Charge: $3.60 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no
demand charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.10
per killowatt -
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month at
$2.20 per kilowatt
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 3.243 cents
per kWh*
Next 14,500 kilowatthours per month at 2.343 cents
per kWh*
.
-Next- 25,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.437 cents
per kWh*
Next 60,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.187 cents
per kWh*
• Next 400,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.087 cents
per kWh"
Additional kilowatthours per month at 14.047 cents per
kWh*
as increased or decreased in accordance with Ap-
pendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
B. If either the customer's demand for the month or
its contract demand is greater than 5,000 kilowatts:
, Customer Charge: $1,000 per delivery point per mon-
th
Demand Charge: $1.91 per kilowatt of demand per
nth
tionalq charge for any demand in excess of
custome etntract demand: $1.91 per kilowatt per
month
Energy Charge. 1.993 cent per kilowatthour per mon-
th as increased or eased in accordance with Ap-
pendix Ito the Schedule o tes and Charges
rFacilitids Ren arge
Applicable Under B ve
There shall be no facilities rental cfIqe under this
rate schedule for delivery at bulk transmi on voltage
levels of 161 kV or higher. For delivery at less than 161
kV, there shall be added to the customer's bill a
facilities rental charge. This charge shall be 20 cents
per kW per month except for delivery at voltages below
46 kV, in which case the charge shall be 55 cents per kW
per mbnth for the first 10,000 kW and 30 cents per kW
per month for the excess over 10,000 kW. Such charge
shall be applied to the customer's currently effective
contract demand and shall be in addition to all other
charges under this rate schediffe including minimum
bill charges.
• -* Adjustinent
The customer's bill fOr each monlh shall be in-
creased or decreased in accordance with the current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
Determinatioo of Demand
Distributor. shall measure the demands in kilowatts
of all customers having loads in excess of 50 kilowatts.
The demand for any month shall be the higher of the
highest average during any 30-consectdive-minute
period of the month of (a) the load measured in
kilowatts or b ) 85 per cent of the load in kVA plus an
addittomeiviOper cent for that part of the load over 5,000
kVa, and such amount shall be used as the billing
demand except that, under B above, the billing
demand for any month shall in no case be less than the
sum of 1 1 40 per cent of the first 5,000 kilowatts, (2) 70
per cent of the next 45,000 kilowatts, and (3) 90 per cent
of all kilowatts in excess of 50,000 kilowatts of the
higher of the currently effective contract demand or
the highest billing demand established during the
preceding 12 months.
Minimum Bill
The monthly bill under A above shall not be less than.
the higher of (1) the base customer charge or (2) 70 per
cent of the base demand charge (adjusted for the por-
tion of the current Adjustment Addendum applicable to
the customer's billing demand as provided in Ad-
justment above) applied to the higher of (1) the curren-
tly effective contract demand or (b) the highest
demand established during the preceding 12 months.
The monthly bill under B above shall not be less than
the base demand charge (adjusted in accordance with
the portion of the current Adjustment Addendum ap-
plicable to the customer's billing demand as provided
in Adjustment above) applied to the higher of (a) the
monthly bill of $5.00 so long as service is connected;
shall pay a minimum annual bill which shall in no case
be less than )a) 3 cents per Itilowatthour of the
maximum monthly consumption for customers whose
demand does not exceed 50 kilowatts or (b) $10.00 per
kilowatt of the maximum demand established for
customers whose demand is over 50 kilowatts; and
shall pay in acklitibn the actual cost of connections and
disconnections in excess of one of each per year.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE-Schedule LS
Availability
Available for service to street and park lighting
systems, traffic signal systems, athletic field lighting
installations (during prescribed use-period), and out-
door lighting for individual customers.
Service under this schedule is for a term of not less
than one year.
PART A - 'CHARGES FOR STREET AND PARK
LIGHTING SYSTEMS, TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS,
AND- ATHLETIC FIELD LIGHTING., IN-
STALLATIONS
I. Eriergey Charge: 1.984 cents per kilowaffilour as in-
creased or decreased in accordance with Appendix Ito
the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Adjustment
The customer's bill for each month shall be in,
creased brdectialied in accordance with the current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
II. Investment Charge:
The annual investment charge shall be 12 per cent of
the installed cost to Distributor's electric system of the
facilities devoted to street and park lighting service
specified in this Part A. Sock _insialletcost_shalike,
recomputed on July 1 of each year, or more often if
substantial changes in the facilities are made. Each
month, one-twelfth orthe then total annual invedritent-
charge shall be billed to the customer. If any part Of the
facilities has not been provided at the electric system's
expense or if the installed cost of any portion thereof is
reflected on the books of another municipality or agen-
cy or department, the annual investment charge shall
be adjusted to reflect properly the remaining cost to ti*
borne by the electric system.
Traffic signal systems and athletic field lighting in-
stallations shall be provided, owned, and maintained
by and at the expense of the customer, except as
Distributor may agree otherwise in accordance with
the provisions of the paragraph next following in.this..
Section II. The facilities necessary to provide service
to .such systems and installations shall be provided by
and at the expense of DistributorUlectric system, and
the annual investment charge provided for first above
in this Section II shall apply to the installed cost of such
facilities.
When so authorized by policy duly adopted by
Distributor's governing board, traffic signal systems
and athletic field lighting installations may be
provided, owned, and maintained by Distributor's elec-
tric system for the customer's benefit. In ;Rich cases
Distributor may require reimbursement from the
customer for a portion of the initial installed cost of any
such system or installation and shall require payment
by the-customer of an investment charge sufficient to
cover all of Distributor's costs (except reimbursed
costs), including appropriate overheads, of providing,
owning, and maintaining such system or installation;
provided that, for athletic field lighting installations,
such investment charge shall in no case be less than 12
per cent per year of such costs. Said investment charge,
shall be in addition to the annual investment charge on
the facilities necessary 'to provide service to such
(Continued on Page 12)
1 Legal Notice
I, LEROY TODD, will not •
be responsible for any
debts incurred by the
University Inn
Restaurant after




















A REWARD WILL be
offered for the return of
a 10 speed bike stolen in
April, a 22 rifle stole 3 or
4 weeks ago, and RCA
color TV. stolen . last
Thursday night or
Friday night. If having
any information call 753-
6198, 753-6328 or 753-3056.
Otherwise there will be
prosecution
PARIS MEAT Processing





hogs, deer and goats.
One mile North of Paris
.on Old Murray and






Barber Shop, 809 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,


















$ a.m.-3 pm. Monday thre
Seeman. Coin see es for
rm. Wes
and rocket ssalleos. Sind-
burgh, spike bes• and
specs probe model kits. AU-
pleno, car end brio model


























5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK, gold and
white calico cat. Seven
months old. Female.
Vicinity of Ryan and
16th. Call 753-6188. .
LOST FEMALE German
Shepherd at College
Farm /load 1660 area.
Reward. Call 753-1333.
6 Help Wanted




Resume to P.O. Box 221,
Murray, Ky.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365-
3933 after 6 p. m.
PART TIME help waived
at Racet Oil Company.







per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
WANTED - Someone to
pick corn with conveyor






Nave o profiteine Indies
fealtion shop of your owe,
featuring MIMI brand, first
leality merchandise.
$14,500 inciedes inverrtory,
training, fiztores and grand
opening. Call collect New




Can Pay Off If you enjoy
discussing livestock
feeding problems with






seeking a person of
mature judgement and
good reputation for sales
and service represen-
tative here. This is not a
fly-by-night, high-
pressure sales job. Full-
time opportunity for
service-minded self-
starter who can assume
responsibility, .*make
decisions, and be own
boss. Home every night.
I'll explain employee
benefits, tectmical on-




Contact: after 6 p.m. 1- '
522-6763.







for $350 month or will
lease 22' x 56' building
for $300 month. Contact
Jim Biggs, (502) 826-
5822.
14 Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
WANTED two good F-78




with house or good
building site in Calloway
County:Call 753-4788.
SMALL MOBILE HOME,
10' x 12'. Five to seven




and Spur; Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.
15 Articles For Sale
_
SEVEN 2 X 4 florescent
lights. If interested call
753-9414.
COAL STOVE. Call 437-









step ladders, 5 ft. $11.88,
6 ft. $14.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
Aluminum extension
ladders, 16 ft. $18.88, 20
ft. $24.88, 24 ft. $32.88.
Pace CB radios model
143 $69.95, model 123-A
$89.95, model 144 $113.95,
model 2300 $139.95.
Portable electric
heaters 4,000 watt, 4
stack, $31.99. Electric
water heater, 17 gallon
$59.95, 30 gallon $68.88,
40 gallon $79.95. Chain
saw chains, vo in., 448 in,
or 404 pitch enough for
12 in. bar, $8.95, 16 in.
$9.95, 20 in. $10.95. Mr.
Coffee II, $24.95, Mr.










chair, $50. Stove and
refrigerator, $125. New
table and chairs, $50.
Call 489-2198.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big












and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 418
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.4Q 4x9
exterior siding at
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
_Box 80, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.
16.Home Furnishings
THE BEST! The most
practical! Evan beats
the bean bag. Try THE














































desk, $125. Call 753-9787
after 5 p.m.
SEARS COLDSPOT 3 cu.
ft. refrigerator with
freezer. 31/2 x 7 pool




dryer, living and dining
room suites. Call 489-
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple










tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
1973 175 AC DIESEL
tractor, 1100 hours, 14 ft.
AC wheel disc, four 14"
case plows. 1963 GMC
one ton truck, with grain
side and cattle rack,
good condition. Three
point hitch post hole
digger. 14" wagon with 5
ton lift. As is $400. Phone
436-2149.
1954 SC CASE tractor,
plow and disc in good
shape. $500. Call 753-
0083.





TWO FARM wagons with
wood wheels. $65 each.
Call Lowell Walker, 474-
2797.
FOR ALL YOUR fertcing




BEAR GRIZZLY bow. 45
lb. left handed. Set up,
ready for hunting. Call
751-0487. •
16' ASTROGLASS bass
boat, 115 h,p. Mercury
with car trim. Heavy
Duty trailer. 1972 model




Bilt, used for only 4
months. Call 753-6144.
PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 753-0296.
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.














Used only 2 months.
Four ET mag wheels.
Eight--hole
Dodge or Ford pickup.
Call 753-6132 after 5 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESS'
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Heal' hopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV Radio
1977 ZENITH TV's and
Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
service what we sell.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOVING TWIST SELL.
1974 mobile home 12 x




and steps. Ready to
move in. Call 437-4155
after 6. $3250.
1968 SHELBY 12 x 65,
good condition. Call 753-
2957.
54 x 24 DOUBLE wide
with or without lot, Also
with or without fur-
niture. Willis H. 'Smith,
'Route 5, Benton, Ky.
Call 354-6150.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
.442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
SMALL TWO bedroom
trailer. Three miles out
on 94 East. Call 753-4(65.
FOR RENT - 12 x 50 house
trailer and also trailer
space at Stella Trailer








blocks of University on
private lot. Couples
only. No pets. $100
month. Call 753-4661.




South of college. $60.00
month.
NICE ONE BEDROOM
furnished apart men' .




206 Pi iplar . Call 753-1767
34 Hou,ses for Rent
REDECORATED.5 room,
country house. City






_ kitchen with built-ins,
washer, dryer hookup,
large bath, carport. Call
489-2274 or 489-2116 after
5 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, fully furnished, all
electric. 1.5 miles from
Murray. $175 month,
$100 deposit. No singles.
Call 753-9829.
TWO BEDROOM brick
house. One mile from
city limits. Hazel High-




East of Almo. $60. Call
753-6791.
BEAUTIFUL MODERN
redwood and stone 2
bedroom country home:










36. For sent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th:Call
753-5881.
37 Livestock Supplies
WELL BEWKE 4 year oIti
saddle mare. Sell or
trade. Call 436-2459.
38. Pets - Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel puppies.
Buff and black. Shots
and wormed. Also one
male Beagle started to
run. Call 492-8861.
ALL BREED grooming,
A K C miniature
Schnauzers for sale. Call
485-4481.
GREAT DANE puppies.
$60 each. Call 753-7838,
AKC„ REGISTERED
Pekingese female, 2







day. October 23, 8-5 p.




Across from golf course.
- Friday and Saturday,
October 22 and 23.8 a.m.
until 6 p.m,
A 'DOUBLE wide mobile
• home on three tree'
shaded lots can be yours
to move into im-
mediately. -TM is
located in Bay'wood
Vista near Ky 280
t Pollen own Roadt.
Property is priced to sell
to settle an estate. John
C. Neubauer, 'Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or









































































=MEM 11112111 43 Real Estate
FANTASTIC BUY. Home SOLD TWO more farms SHOP 32' x 44' on 1and grocery store, also . his week and just listed .. lot heated andextra building lot at New another 75 acre tract
compressor. CallProvidence. Home is near Kentucky Lake. 7370.older frame on 34 acre This land is ideal for
wooded lot. Has 4 ca-tle or horse farm-all
bedroom, ca,r pet , fenced with good ponds,
drapes, and-in excellent lb modern stable with
condition. Barn and water and electricity,
smoke.,liouse. Store other outbuildings on
well stocked with $8- beautiful rolling land.
$10,000 inventory Shd Brick 2 bedroom home
gasoline pumps. The with fireplace, central
price will amaze you electric heat and air,
and everything goes and 3 car carport
including all stock and overlooks countryside
buildings. CALL FOR with lovely view.
APPOINTMENT TO Reasonably priced to
SEE, Guy Spann Realty, phone us at KOP-
901 Sycamore, 753-7724. PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
property.NICE THREE bedroom




carport, built-in range, .
dishwasher, washer and
dryer included. Only
$28,000. Seven acres on
Highway 94 East, High-
way on 2 sides. Old
frame house, " good
la-Aiding site. Bargain,
$14,500. 11/2 acres East of
Hardin with good well
and some fruit trees.
Good building lot.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 753-
5842.




About 7 to 8 acres in
cultivation. Some
timber. There is an
excellent building
site. This is priced to
sell now. .
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice




REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us fOr an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
31 acres about a mile







Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Bike
Rattertee, 753-5921.





Across from Post Office.





October 22nd and 23rd
Plants, clothing, and some antiques. Some
original oil paintings will be sold.






5 bedroom, 3 bath brick
home with central gas
heat, central electric




wooded lot. Call 753-8080




your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs your
listings. Call 758-1651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.
46. Homes lot Sale
SIX ACRES, five miles




FOR SALE by owner - 3
bedroom, 11/2. bath brick
home, with modern
kitchen, den, living
room, central gas heat
and central electric air.
Attached garage.
Located near Murray











BY OWNER. Attractive 
small, 2 bedroom,
located at 513 Beale.
Idegl for retired couple,
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.




4 Bedroom brick with
sundeck approximate-
ly 2 miles from town
on Locust Grove Rd. -
has workshop and
trailer hookup in back






National Company interviewing qualified per-
sons to work with students at Murray State. First
year earnings average $12,000 plus 82400
bonuses. All Company benefits must be self
motivating and hard working.
For interview opportunity send resume to
Jim Hurt, P. 0. Box 15522, Nashville, Tenn.
37215.
NOTICE
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with










woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
Murray Memorial Gardens is now under new
management and ownership. The new owners of
the gardens are Jerry D. Lents, a retired Air Force
Pilot, who is the manager of the garden; Donald A.
Jones, attorney; and Larry Suiter, real estate
developer. All are local men and dedicated to the
task of providing a much needed quality service to
the residents of Murray, Calloway County, and -
surrounding areas.
The office address cif
Murray Memorial Gardens
3
is Rt. 2, Box 37 A-1, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2654.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDRQDM
brick house,' stran-steel
shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Call 753-
8615.
REDUCED $ 29,9 0 0
beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
bath, kitchen-den
combination. 1208 Peggy
Ann Drive. Call 753-8673.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1/2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x, 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5616.
TWO NEW 3 bedroom at





will trade. Call 753-3672.
11==11=11
•
"BA9EE3ALL PLAYE1 WHO POUR
CHAMPAGNE OVER EACH O-THER'
HEAt9 DON'T PE t;ERVE10 W)}4
AN`C-THNC, "
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 LTD, 4 door, hardtop,
power and air, 351
engine, good condition.
Call 753-5582 after 6p.m.
BY OWNER -3bedroom-- '4970
house, large lot, with a
body shop, 30 x 40, 2
driveways to it, 1 mile
West from the city limits
on 121. Call 753-6347. •
TWO BEDEOOM HOUSE
for retired couple.




2 baths, family ram, 3
bedroom. Priced in
lower 30's. Call 753-9380.
BY OWNER - house and
lot, On 641 at Dexter.
Call 437-4740.
, BY OWNER - Ibedroom
home, 2 small out-
buildings, close to
shopping- -eenters -and





"400" motorcycle - 4
. cylinder -supersport
- red , - local' one




49 Used Cars & TruLi
1966 PLYMOUTH Fury
III, new brakes, new





‘,2r Sandy Harmon, 753-4484. _
OLDS.142 Power -steering Local
steering, power brakes, $900. Call 492-8703.
I. Services Otteted 51 Services °tiered
4
HAVING TROUBLE GUTTERING BY
getting those small SEARS, Sears seamless
plumbing jobs done? gutters installed per
Then call 753-6614. your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
ALUMINUM SIDINGS, for free estimates.
vinyl siding, aluminum 
or vinyl awnings. FENCE SALES AT
Aluminum Service Co., SEARS now. Call Dot*
Call 492-8647. Taylor at 753-2310 for




Free estimates. Call 436-
2382.
TREE TRIMMING and







es' Una/es. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
power windows, tilt
wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
mag wheels. Must sell.
Take over payments.
Call 474-2211, ext. 251.
FOR SALE - 1971 Pontiac,
Bonneville. Call 753-
5738.
1973 GMC ASTRO truck







1958 TWO TON dump
truck. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.
-1967-P01.111Ar;-
steering, good work car. GLASS REPLACEMENT
$275. Call 753-0460. 
, 
work for 'automobiles,
1972 - MONTE _ CARL°,
$2400. Goid U quit
753-4340.
- - - -
1965 CADILLAC, 4 'door
sedan. $425 ..Alsn 1968
Buick Elec:,rica 225'












1953 WILLIS, 4 wheel
drive_ _ pickup. Oth
1 . Chevrolet 283 major_
Call 753-1590.
49 Used Cars P. Trucks
1963 _ FORD
CUSTOMIZED van,
mag wheels, 8 track





mileage, 1 owner. 1973
Vega, automatic, with






mags, low mileage. Call





wheel, swivel seats, tape
player. Call 753-6608.
1975 CUTLASS Supreme.
Local car, like new. Call
753-4576 or 753-2789 after
5.








jeep. Call 753-7850 or 753-
2641.
1976 MONTE CARLO.
1900 miles. Two tone
buck skin. -All extras.
Like new . Call 753-2888.
• 
T173- CHEVY SUBUR-
. BAN, power brakes,




the original home electroni(
fits all TV sets
3 days only $89" leg. $119.95
Other models only 59
Lay away for Christmas
J& B Music
Chestnut Street Murray Kr
Confused
About how to decorate your bathroom?
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
the market today, and everybody screaming
'that their's is the best.'
Before you decide, come see our marble
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
think you will agree.
Put an end to your confusion at.
Thornton Tile
So. 9th St. And Marble 7 5 3 5719
That Vull Please-
homes, and stores, plus
storm wflidows and
doors • repaired or
--replaced. Window glass,
mirrors, and table tops.
M and G Complete
Glass, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 753-
0180.' _ • .
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluriunum Ming and






INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high hear and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.









work needs call John




ficien. service. NO rb




slate , mirrors, showei
doors, .paver tile and











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
nighi 442-7026.
GENERAL BACKHOE
- work, white gravel,













Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or




old black 6(White kitten.
Both are healthy and





kittens of all colors,
shapes--and-
753-46.





all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture time.
_ Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4- p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
FIREWOOD: CUT 1,,
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. _Mower,
chainsaws and ap-
pliances -Also buy and
--sellt-SaWs-shappened,---
NEED TREES cut or
firewobd. Call 7534707:
. --- --
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for' leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-757D.-
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
.. gutters. Free estimates.. •




interior, new and old
work, with years of back
_exp_erie_nce.- _ f r_ee
estimates. Call 437-4534.
di %As 74..k.r.
PHe etai• y.4t 31
4e4Jm. g6r.350. 73
HALLOWEEN DINNER AND DANCE
SAT. OCT. 30 muss IN COSTUME AID
COMPETE FOB PRIZES
$5000 REST COUPLE COSTUME
$25.00 FOB BEST MALE COSTUME
$25.00 BEST FEMALE COSTUME
THIS IS A "SPOONTACKULAR EVENT
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR
OUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY
DINNER-DANCE







and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m.
-Jack Glover.
ALPHA LAMBDA Pledge
Class will' rake leave 
and do odd jobs. Call 753-





Call 7534124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In ,
Theatre. -
ELECTRICAL Ft AIR
of electric at, air
corfliMon, appliances,
water mps, water
heate,pI and wiring. 30




rocked, and graded, Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated, rock
put down over plastic.'
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-






19" Color IV 14"
18xt25" Color TV 
Five piece Component Stereo . . . 1 2sx
Console Stereo. 14"
J B Music
Chestnut Street Murray, Kentucky
October Special










• -Res.ric-(0.01.Commercrol Interior Exterior Sproy Brush Roll
in. Shop Sorriyrna ai Yard Furntture• Shutters Et(
Parking Lot .Striping
We Are Fully Insured,
No Job Too large.or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES'
Dial 753 0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING co.
4111, iinluir I tyr
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Buell W. Edmonds
Dies Early Today
Buell W. Edmonds, age 81,
of Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, died this morning at
2:55 ami. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Edmonds is survived by
his wife, • Mrs. Betty Harris
Ednionds of Fern Terrace and
one daughter Mrs. 0. L.
Verne11 ) Cain of Rt. 1, Alm.
Also surviving are one
grandson and three great-
grandchildren. • • •
Funeral services will be
held at 10 a.m. Monday in the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial will
follow 'in the Murray
Cemetery. Friends may call
at the funeral home after 6
p.m. today.
Mrs.' Minnie Dunn
Dies At Age 95
Paschall Knight
Dies; Funeral To
Be Held Qn Sunday
Paschall E. ( Pack) Knight
of B 15 Fox Meadows, Murray,
died Friday at 11:10 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 70 years
age.
Born October 26, 1905, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Seldon Knight
and Pearl Hays Knight.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mona Knight, B 15 Fox
Meadows, Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Dave ( Jean)
Anderson, Bloomfield Hills,
Mich., and MI's. James
( Shirley) Pitbcco, Ndvi,
Mich.; one brother, Earl
Knight; Selma, Ind.; eight
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be





To Hear Dr. Roos
"What Do You Mean
'Love'?" will be the subject of
the sermon by Dr. David C.
Roos at the 10:45 a.m, services
on Vday, October 24, at theMurray children and adults
-r-irst Christian Churchwill be joining over 3 million
(Disciples of Christ).other Americans in the
Special music will be a solocelebration of National _by 
Mark Stephens, guest. ClayUNICEF Day this Halloween,
Perkins will be_ candle lighterSherry Runyon announced
and Ken Kellar will be wor-today.
ship leader. Greeters will beMiss Runyon is the Chair-
Mrs. Corinne McNutt andman of Murray UNICEF Day
activities, which will be
coordinated under the
auspices of Murray jiigh
School Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha
clubs. On Thursday, October
72, 1976, local high school
students will be canvassing
door-to-door with the familiar
orange-and-black UNICEF.
cartons, collecting pennies,
dimes and dollars for the
world's neediest children.
"We Want to do our share in
Voris Wells.
The elders will be Walt
Apperson and Dr. Woodfin
Hutson. Deacons serving will
be Henry Fulton, B. D. Hall,
John Ford Hall, Coleman
McKeel, Dan McKee!, Robert
Put toff, and Steve Shaw.
Following the. morning
services a luncheon will be
held Sunday to recognize the
Murray State University
• s.uden.s and new members of




The • Memorial 'Baptist
Church, Tenth- and Main
Streets, Murray, will have
regular worship services on
Sunday, October 24; at 10:50,
and seven p.m. with the.
pa. s:or, Rev. Jerrell White,
speaking a: both services.
"Self-Discipline" will be the
morning sermon topic with his
scripture from Proverbs
25:26-28 -and II Peter 1:3-9.
Claude Miller, deacon of the
week, will assist in the ser-
vices.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Rev. Ron Ham-
p:on 'with Margaret Wilkins as
organist. and Dianne Dixon as
pianist, will present special
„4.
The evening sermon topic
will be -God's Werd To Us"
with scripture from II
Corinthians 3. Special music
__cl_jw1 _A thelgajock_cojeman _of children in Asia, Africa and Sunday School will be ar 9:30 will bfrby Marc Wilson.
Mrs. -Minnie Stubblefield Latin America who so a.m. Tlit refl.- eaching will be at
_ _ . _. _ _  _._  _
Dunn, age 95, of Rt. 5 Murray, 9:40 a.m. with_ Elbert_
died Friday at 9:35 p.m. at the Thomason as director.
Westview Nursing Home. Richard Newcom will direct
Mrs. Dunn is survived by ..he Church' Training at six
wo daughters, Mrs. Walter p.m. "A Cure For Anxiety"
I Vera ) Hutchens, 1704 Miller, will be the theme of the Adult
Murray; and Mrs. Elwood Discussion Group meeting in
( Mary ) Heneks, Howell, .he sanctuary. Youth ac-
Mich.; one step-daughter, .ivilies will . include a
- Mrrilafford t Bitchei-Parker,
407 N. 10th St., Murray; and
.wo sons, George Dunn, Rt. 5
Murray and Felix Dunn, Elm
St., Murray. She is also sur-
vive0 by 12 grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held at 2 p.m. Sunday in the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating. Burial will
follow in the New Providence
Cemetery. Friends may call
at the funeral home.
1 Legal Notice
- Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the McCuiston
Cemetery.
Friends may , call at the
funeral_ home.
Size Leveling Off
In America today the
average 18-year-old girl is 5
feet 4'2 inches tall and weighs
127. pounds. The average_ 18-
year-old boy is slightly over 5
feet 9 inches and weighs 152.
These figures are from a
study by the National Center
for Health Statistics. • The
trend toward constantly in-
creasing size in American
children, prevalent in the past
century, leveled off in the mid-
'50s. -
The fountain • pen was in-
vented in 1884 by Lewis E. Wa-
terman. - *
1 Legal Notice
(Continued From Page 10)
system or installation as provided for in the preceding
paragraph. Replacement of lamps and related
glassware for traffic signal systems and athletic field
lighting installations provided under this paragraph
shall be paid for under the provisions of paragraph A in
Section Iii. - - —
111. Replacement of Lamps and Related Glassware
Street and Park Lighting.
 Ctstower-'shafr be billed and shall pay for
replacements as provided in paragraph B below, which
shall be applied to all service for street and park
lighting.
A. Distributor shall bill the customer monthly for
such replacements during each Month at Distributor's
cost of materials, including appropriate storeroom ex-
pense.
B._Distributor_ shall bill-the-customer monthly for •
one-twelfth of the amount by which Distributor's cost'
of materials, including appropriate storeroom ex-
pense, exceeds the product of 3 mills multiplied by the
number of kilowatthours used for street and park
lighting during the fiscal year immediately preceding
the fiscal year in which such month occurs.
Metering
For any billing month or part of SW+ montn  in which
the energy is not metered or for which a meter reading
is found to be in error or a meter is found to have failed,
the energy for billing purposes for that billing month or
part of such month shall be computed from the rated
capacity of the lamps (including ballast) plus 5 per
cent of such capacity to reflect secondary circuit
losses, multiplied by the number of hours of use. •
Revenue and Cost Review
Distributor's tbsts of providing service under Part A
of this rate schedule are subject to review at any time
and from time-to time to determine if Distributor's
revenues from the charges being applied are sufficient
to cover said costs. If any such review discloses that
revenues are either less or more than sufficient to
cover said costs, Distributor shall revise the above in-
vestment charges so that revenues will be sufficient to
cover said costs. Any such, revision of the annual in-
vestment charge provided for first above in Section II
of Part A of this rate schedule shall be by agreement
between Distributor and TVA.




Type of Fixture (Watts) Base Monthly Charge









'Incandescent fixtures not offered for new service.
The above charges in this Part B are limited to ser-
vice from -a photoelectrically- controlled standard
street lighting fixture installed on a pole already in
place. If the customer wishes to have the fixture in-
stalled at a location other than on a pole already in
place, Distributor may apply a monthly charge not to
exceed $2.03 per pole for additional poles required to
serve the fixture from Distributor's nearest available
source. Distributor 'may uniformly adjust the above
base Monthly charges up or down by an amount, not to
exceed $1.00.
When so authorized by policy duly adopted by
Distributor's governing board, special outdoor lighting
installations may be provided, owned, and maintained
by Distributor's electric system. In such cases
Distributor may require reimbursement from the
customer for a portion of the initial installed cost of any
such installation and shall require payment by the
customer of monthly 'charges sufficient to cover all of
Distributor's costs (except reimbursed costs), in-
cluding appropriate overheads, of providing, owning*,
and maintaining such installations.
- West KentUcky Rural Electric
. Cooperative-Corporation
Mayfield, Kentucky
desperaely need our sup-
port," Miss Runyon said.
*(i)ur children - and adults -
can learn so much about in-
lerna ional understanding
through UNICEF Day ac-




be involved in this unique




sales, and many other ac-
tivities - all to benefit the
many children assisted by
UNICEF.
UNICEF can do a lot with
just a little. Just 30 cents buys
enough low-dose vitamin A
and D capsules to supplement
the diet of 'a mother and child
for 4 months. One dollar
contributed to UNICEF 'buys
enough vaccine to immunize
66 children against tuber-.
,cOlosis. Five dollars con-
tributed to UNICEF stocks a
pond with baby fish for a
potential protein supply for a
rural village.- -
Carroll O'Connor, award-
wiru_iing star of "All in .the
Family," and his real-life
wife, Nancy, will be Charimen
for the 1976 National UNICEF
Day Campaign. It is a special
, honor that Mrs. Betty Ford,
For her second year, will serve





Ma:uri:y" will be the subject
of :he sermons to be preached
by Bro. John Dale at the 8:30
a.m., 10 t 40 a.m., and six p.m.
services on Sunday, October
24, a :he Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
The morning scripture will
be from Meter 2 1-2 with Rick
Spann to read at-8:30 a.m. and
Don Winchester at 10:40 a.m.
Terry McDougal will read the
scripture. from 1-ietirews 5:12-
14 at the evening service.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service at the 10:40 and
evening services, while Alan
Jones will 'direct at the 8:30
service. Johnny Bohannon will
make announcements at the
regular worship hours, while
Tommy Carraway. will be at
the 8:30 a.m. service.
Leading prayers will he Ron
McNutt and Chuck Adams at
8:30 a.m., James Thurmond
and Kevin Colson at 10:40
a.m., and Ted Howard and
Steve Gough at the six p.m.
service...
Serving on the Extension
Department will be Gene Pauljoin in urging the people of
Murray to Open their hearts ir̀i4v7-43°151- l'aMe9thsr-BiltY
and give generously when
UNICEF Trick-or-Treaters
come to their door.
Dr. Fisher Speaker
Methodist Church
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will be the
speaker at the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, October _ 24. at the
church.
"The Perfect Steward" will
be the subject- of the sermon
by Dr. Fisher with his
scripture frOm Luke 4:16-22.
Sunday School will be held
between the Morning services.
A Bible study of the
Prophets of Israel will start
Sunday at seven p.m. in the
sanctuary of the church with
Dr. Fisher leading the study.
On,, Monday from seven to
9:30 p.m. a C. I. T. Workshop
for Teachers will be held at
the church.
• Circuit riders were itinerant
preachers who spread the Gos-
pel in early rural America.
Nix, and Gene Roberts.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper on Sunday will be Paul
Kelly and Owen Moseley. at
8:30 a.m. and Joe Garland and
Chatles Humphrey at 10:40
a.m.
Bible Study will be huIrLar
9:40 a.m. on Sunday.
The Ladies Bible Class will
meet Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.
Harmonettes To Sing
At Wayman's Chapel
The parmonettes of Prin-
ceton will present a. speciat
program at the Wayman's
Chapel A. M. E. Church,
Mulberry Street, Murray, on
Sunday, October 24, at three
p.m.
Rev. Brodneck, pastor of the
church, invites the public to
attend.
LAKE DATA •
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.7,
down 0.2.
Below dam 301.7, down 0.2.
Barkely Lake, 7 a.m. 354.7,
down 0.2.
Below dam 304.6, down 0.5.
Sunset 6;11. Sunrise 7:12.
CrOssword Puzzler
ACROSS Realms
5 Helmsman1 Satiate 6 Teutonic5 Fondles deity9 Cushion 7 Sailor12 Man s name Scotto/3 t13 Country of 8 BreakAsia 
suddenly14 Falsehood 9 Reaven'Y15 constrain 
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The flowers will be in
-iiiernor3 of Mr. and Mrs. H.C.
Corn by :heir family. -
Answer to Friday s Puzzle
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Di tr by toted mature Sr64114414 7,4 40,
discussion group an4,:yottih
choir. •
Longest Bike Trail '
The 4,400-mile Trans-
America Bicycle Trail,
recently opened, traverses the
nation from Astoria, Ore., te
Yorktown, Va. The Trail
enters 25 National Forests, 2
National Parks, 2 National
Scenic Waterways, and 4
National Parkways. It passes
near 7 National Wildlife
Refuges. Details: Bureau of






reported that 13 insured banks
failed in 1975, the highest total
since' 1942. It was noted,
.however, that unlike 1973 and
ism, no 121110t1 dollar. bank
closed its doors. The 'two
largest of the 1975 failures had




Larry Michael Griffin of
Rockford, Illinois, a music
education major at Murray
State University, will present
Larry. Michael Griffin
big sPrtinurys.upe..t-racital-aa--
the campus Sunday afternoon,
Nov. 7.
Scheduled at 2 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
PriCe Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections by Antonio Vivaldi,
Kent Kennan, Woody James,
and Walter Hartley.
Griffin, the son of Mr. and
_Mrs. James E, Griffin of 4726 -
Manheim Road in Rockford,
Illinois, is a member of the Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia, Gamma
Beta Phi Society, Marching
Band, Symphonic Band, Brass
Choir, Jazz Lab Band, Wind
Sinfonietta, and kas_served as
lighting director 'Of "Campus
Lights" for two years.
The recital by Griffin is in
partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the Bachelor





-will be held at the St. John's
, Episcopal Church, Alain and
Broach Streets, Murray, on
Sunday; October 24. at 9:45 
a.m. '
Robert Whitmer will servss
as acolyte.
Church School will be held





will be held at the First
Baptist Church, Murray; on
Sunday, October 24, at 10:45
a.m. and seven p.ni with the
'pastor, Dr. Bill Whittaker, as
the speaker.'
"A Growing Church" with
scripture from Matthew 28:19-
.2O and Ephesians 4:11-16 will
be the morning sermon topic.
The evening topic will be
''Weak Or 'Meek"- with
scripture from Matthew 5:5
and' 11:28-30.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Mrs. John Bowker, will sing
"Thy Word Have I Hid In My
Heart" at the morning ser-
vice. Dr. Eula McCain will
sing a solo, -Forward to
Christ."
Assistant in the morning
-se:vices Will be James
Hamilton, G. T. Moody,
midi-get - 'Of edilatitinT and
Fred Workman, deacon of the
week.
Susan McKinnis will give a
Summ?r, Missionary
Testimony at the 'evening
service when special music
will be by the Men's Choir
singing "Grace Greater Than
Our Sin" and "Down At the
Cross," and the Men's Sextet
singing "flite-lip," 0 Meri*OF
God." Randy Cunningham
will give the invocation.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Dan Shipley,
Tim Miller, Joe Reicroat, Bill
Sams, James Washer, A. R.
Hatcher, and Wayne Flora.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Ray Clark, Mrs. Fred
Phillips, Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Galloway,"-Mrs. Orvis Hen-
drick, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Robinson, Miss Patti'
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs:-
Raymond Conklin, Miss Mitzi
Cathey, Mrs. Karl Hussunti,
and Miss AngiellIcDriugal.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
One out of every 20 children
aged 3 to 5 is affected by a
vision problem. Is your -child
one of them? For a free Home
Eye Teit that will- help-you
recognize possible vision
problems, write Kentucky
Society for the Prevention of




Three papers prepared at
Murray State University will
be among those presented at
the 28th annual Southeast
Regional Meeting of the
American Chemical Society in
Gatlinburg, Tenn., Oct. 27-29. ,
Titles of the papers and the
authors are:
-"Development of a Data
System for a Gas
Chromatograph-Quadrupole
Mass Spectrometer-Computer
System" by H. J. Erisman,
research associate in the
Department of Chemistry,
and Dr. Marshall Gordon,





denum, and Zinc by Means of
Solvent Extraction" by Dr. B.
E. McClellan, professor of
' chemistry, and T. W. Lassiter,
fcrrmer-graduare---student





Hydrolysis of Paraoxon" by
Dr. Harry L. Conley, associate
professor of chemistry, and K.
R. Rowley.
Dear Patients:
We are sorry for the in-
convenience you have ex-





able • to salvage ap-
proximately 80 per cent of
our patient records.
We plan to open for
regular office hours on
Monday, Oct. 25, ...directly
across the street from the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic at
the corner of 5th and
sNalnut. Our new phone
number will be 753-7451.
Patients who missed
their regular appointment.
Oct. 16 through Oct. -22,
please call our office Mon-
day, Oct. 25. anil .we-will-
rescehdule you within the
next 10 days.
Sincerely,
Richard M. Stout, M. D.
YOUR CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER
INTRODUCES A NEW LEVEL OF ELEGANCE
DESIGNED TO. BRING NEW LEVELS OF SATISFACTION.
The most-successful Chrysler ever intro-
duced, Chrysler Cordoba, comes to you
this year with the luxury that sets it apart
from all other cars which includes the
optional new Crown roof.
But it also brings to you a revolution-
ary engineering feature, the Electronic
Lean Burn System A new electronic
computer system that allows for better
engine performance with more precise
firing and smooth engine
warm-ups.
Stop in and experience ( EiRbitit
Cordoba today. And look • - - -
into buying or leasing a L
Cordoba for 1977 AuTi.rocriZe0
DEALER
CrOAA
NOW ON DISPLAY AT YOUR LOCAL
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER.
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore 153-0632
